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Two of the solutions for modern power world nowadays to reduce dependency on
fossil fuel and nuclear power are:
• increasing use of renewable energy sources in generation,
• improved performance and smart operation of transmission and distribution
systems.
Although green and safe, renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar etc.,
have a major drawback of intermittent nature. As load demands keep increasing,
to avoid increasing capital cost for infrastructure expansion and increasing vulner-
ability, transmission and distribution systems must have flexible configuration and
smart management & control, which are of smart grid and micro-grid concepts.
To alleviate the problem of intermittency of renewable energy as well as to
improve the controllability and smartness of transmission and distribution systems,
energy storage plays an important role. However, the first obstacle for installment
of energy storage into power system is investment cost, which has to be reasonable
compared with returned benefits. The second challenge is how to choose suitable
xi
energy storage mix amongst various energy storage technologies available nowadays
for the desired power applications.
Besides compressed air and pumped hydro energy storage technologies, many
other energy storage technologies are based on electrochemistry and constructed
from basic cells that are low-powered. While the former suffers geographic con-
straints, the latter require a large number of cells to be packaged for high power.
To provide a platform to integrate various energy storage technologies for the dif-
ferent power levels required in power applications, energy storage DC nano-grid
concept is proposed in the thesis. It has the advantages of high flexibility and high
performance at reduced cost while meeting the requirement of high power.
An energy storage DC nano-grid should be equipped with certain intelligence
so that high performance is obtained throughout different time scales. To capture
the pattern of load profile for energy storage DC nano-grid, an algorithm based
on stochastic dynamic programming with cascade Markov chains is proposed for
the energy management and verified via simulation in the thesis.
To deal with management problem of dynamic power inside energy storage DC
nano-grid with large number of energy storage devices, a Dynamic Power Manager
based on advanced algorithms is proposed in the thesis. Real-time simulations have
been conducted to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed Dynamic
Power Manager.
Next challenge is how to control the overall energy storage DC nano-grid or
energy storage system to ensure stability and improve performance of renewable
power plants. A specific control problem, for example, is then how to control
energy storage DC nano-grid supporting the wind power plant so that the plant
xii
can contribute to grid frequency control. Analysis and controller design are then
provided and verified via simulation in the thesis.
The final challenge is how to control of multiple energy storage devices inside
energy storage DC nano-grid. The control is required to be compatible with upper-
layered managers and at the same time, ensure that sufficient power and/or energy
are provided to meet load demands. Possible dynamics interactions amongst en-
ergy storage devices are also needed to be taken care. Theoretical analysis and
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1.1 Evolution of modern power system
1.1.1 Evolution of modern power system
In recent years, traditional power grids in large-area countries have posed some
demerits such as being costly to expand, having limited efficiency in power deliv-
ery1, being vulnerable and insecure in operation. These reasons call for a modern
power grid for today and the future.
As fossil fuels such as coal, oil are depleting, alternative energy sources have
been encouraged to ensure energy security of each nation as well as the whole
world. There are 2 main types of alternative energy sources: nuclear power, and
1Transmission and distribution losses in the USA were estimated at 7.2% in 1995 [5]
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renewable energy. After nuclear crisis in Japan, March 2011, the world leaders have
had to take into consideration the safety issues of nuclear power. Consequently,
energy policies have been changed and construction of new nuclear power plants
has been postponed or canceled. On the other side, use of renewable energy sources
such as solar photo-voltaics (PV), wind energy, geothermal energy, and so on, are
being encouraged. Germany is the nation that has already had 20% penetration
of renewable energy in power generation (2010), and said No to nuclear power.
Most renewable energy sources are not suitable for centralized power genera-
tion. Therefore, unlike traditional coal-fired or hydroelectric power stations with
power scale of GW, renewable energy sources have lower power scale, for example,
in the scale of MW. Thus, they are preferred to be integrated into power system
at transmission level (such as large wind farms, centralized solar power stations)
and distribution level (such as small wind turbines and solar PV panels).
To facilitate integration of renewable energy sources, on one hand, power grid
has to reshape its distribution system. This has led to an evolution of power
network at distribution level, which is represented as micro-grid in terms of power
infrastructure. This evolution can be viewed as part of a preparation for energy
technology revolution in the 21st century, which will use achievements of the semi-
conductor technology revolution and information technology revolution of the 20th
century.
On the other hand, when integrating into power grid, renewable energy sources
as renewable energy plants also have to adapt to requirements of power grid to
ensure proper operation of the total system. For example, not only contribut-
ing power generation, renewable energy plants also need to follow grid codes and
2
provide ancillary services to the power grid.
The reshaping of power grid at distribution level (micro-grid) and the increasing
penetration of renewable energy (wind, solar) are being expected to bring the
advantages of:
• ease and low cost of expansion of power system,
• improvement in power delivery efficiency,
• improvement in reliability and security of power system,
• insurance of energy security in the future.
1.1.2 Micro-grid
According to Ref. [6], micro-grid is a distribution-level network of loads and micro-
sources operating as a single controllable system that can exchange power with
other networks and main utility grid. A key feature of micro-grid is its ability to
seamlessly isolate from main utility grid with little or no disruption to its loads.
Micro-grid allows incremental, modular, flexible expansion of distribution-level
power network and increases its reliability. To achieve these merits, Ref. [7]
proposed 2 capabilities of micro-grid control: peer-to-peer, and plug-and-play.
Peer-to-peer capability means no component, such as master controller or central
storage unit, is critical for micro-grid operation. With 1 additional source, peer-
to-peer operation ensures complete micro-grid functionality against loss of any
source. Plug-and-play capability means a unit (source, load, or storage) can be
placed at any point in the electrical system without re-engineering the control
3
or with minimized reconfiguration. This capability ensures that the unit can be
placed at the location where it is needed.
~
Main grid











Figure 1.1: Illustration of a micro-grid
From other perspective, micro-grid is seen as a power network with a certain
autonomy at distribution level. In terms of power infrastructure, micro-grid has
its local generating units and energy storages with a certain level of autonomous
control [8]. Its operation is implicitly preferred to be without dedicated operating
engineers.
In micro-grid, generating units and energy storages are referred as Distributed
Energy Resources (DERs). Because DERs are close to loads, they reduce trans-
mission and distribution line losses. Besides, the Combined Heat Power (CHP) in
reciprocating engine generators, gas turbines, micro-turbines, and fuel cells pro-
vides local utilization of waste heat. Therefore, using micro-grid improves overall
energy efficiency and system reliability.
Micro-grid encourages the use of the renewable energy sources. Both renewable
power plant and distributed renewable power module can be integrated inside
micro-grid. Because most renewable energy sources are intermittent and variable,
4
energy storages dedicated to renewable energy sources are used.
When there is excess power in micro-grid due to power redundancy from DERs,
that power has to be fed back or sold back to utility grid. Micro-grid, therefore,
has to have bi-directional power flow with utility grid or other power networks.
In short, as micro-grid has more energy resources and a higher level of control
and management compared to conventional distribution power network, micro-
grid improves power quality and reliability of energy supply to local loads. In
addition, micro-grid also enhances the overall energy efficiency and provides ease
of expansion of power system.
1.1.3 Renewable Energy Plants
Renewable energy plants generate electricity from renewable energy sources, such
as wind and solar.
Conventional power plants are usually considered as flexible and dispatchable
power plants because they can adjust the fuel to properly respond to demand
changes. Although for different operating points, generating efficiency may not be
optimal, unused fuel is still available and able to be used in the future. The fuel is,
for example, coal or oil in thermal power plant, and water in hydro power plant.
For renewable energy plants, if not used or converted to electricity, the fuel
is wasted, for example, sunlight in solar energy plant, and wind in wind energy
plant. Moreover, the fuel in renewable energy plant is not adjustable, which means
there could be less available fuel and thus, less available power when the demand
increases. Therefore, the pure renewable energy plants, without energy storage,
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are considered as variable and non-dispatchable power plants. Impact of increased
use of renewable energy on power grid has been reported in [9]. The report shows
that the net load of power grid which is equivalent to the sum of normal load and
negative load contributed by wind power plants has both larger ramp rates and
larger ramp range than normal load has. Consequently, this leads to requirement
of additional flexibility and operating reserves of the power system.
To avoid considerable adjustment of existing power system for increasing pene-
tration of renewable energy, another approach is to improve flexibility or controlla-
bility of renewable energy plants themselves. This includes not only configuration
of the plant and additional energy resources such as energy storage inside the
plant, but also control and management of the plant. With the improvement in
controllability, the renewable energy plant, therefore, is desired to be able to:
• perform as a controllable base load,
• be dispatchable,
• provide ancillary services such as frequency regulation, power factor correc-
tion etc.
1.2 Energy Storage DC Nano-grid
1.2.1 Energy storage
Energy storage has been playing an important role in power world today. There
are energy storages in mobile small-powered applications such as mobile phone,
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laptop etc., and in vehicular applications such as hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) and
electric vehicles (EVs). In traditional power system, large-scale energy storages
such as pumped hydro storages (PHS) and compressed air energy storages (CAES)
have been widely used as well.
In modern power system, role of energy storage has become even more impor-
tant. Energy storage is necessary in micro-grid applications to ensure stability
of the system in presence of bi-directional power flow of the micro-grid, alleviate
the intermittency problem of small-scale renewable energy sources, improve power
quality, and support local generators for additional functionality such as peak-
shaving, load-shifting, frequency regulation etc. For medium-scale and large-scale
renewable energy plants, energy storage is necessary to improve controllability and
reliability of the plants such that they can be integrated into power system without
causing performance degradation of the system or requiring additional flexibility
and operating reserves from the power system.
1.2.2 DC technology
In the ”War of Currents” in the late 1880s, AC current won over DC current due
to its ease of step-up/down and ease of protection. However, there has been re-
cently a return of DC technology [10, 11] due to the presence of power electronics.
For several systems, DC technology has the advantage of improved energy effi-
ciency due to reduction of DC-AC conversion stages. For example, the following
components have higher efficiency when they connect directly to DC bus:
• DC renewable energy sources such as photo-voltaic cells (PV), fuel cells.
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• DC loads, such as microprocessors, computer centers, data centers.
• DC energy storage devices such as batteries, ultra-capacitors.
In addition, for AC generator, with DC technology, the prime mover can be
designed to run at the most efficient speed with the frequency not constrained by
50/60 Hz. Therefore, size, cost, fuel consumption and emissions of both generator
and rectifier are reduced. Similarly, for AC load, variable-frequency DC-AC in-
verter can be used so that the load can choose its operating frequency rather than
50/60Hz to have better performance and higher efficiency.
Moreover, using DC technology does not require synchronization of generators.
Therefore, it is suitable for inertialess energy sources. In the near future, DC
technology will expand its applications in powering IT, industry automation and
alternative and distributed energy systems [12].
DC technology has been also encouraged for residential and commercial ap-
plications. It is cost effective for use of DC gadgets such as laptops, telephones,
satellite TV controllers, and DC lighting such as LEDs. Furthermore, DC tech-
nology is also beneficial for use of solar PV in buildings.
Benefits of DC technology have also led to its applications in vehicular power
systems. In 2011, DC electrical system has been introduced to marine applications
by ABB for highly efficient power distribution and electric propulsion for a wide
range of vessels. The advantages are:
• The engines of ship do not have to run at a fixed speed. Therefore, their
speed can be adjusted to optimize fuel consumption.
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• The need for bulky transformers and main switchboards are eliminated, that
reduces footprint of electrical equipment used by up to 30 percent.
• DC energy sources such as solar panels, fuel cells, or batteries can be plugged
directly into DC electrical system of the ship to further enhance fuel savings.
1.2.3 Energy storage DC nano-grid
Traditionally, for small-scale power applications, Battery Energy Storage System
(BESS) is typically used for purpose of energy capacity because of its high energy
density. On the other side, Flywheel Energy Storage System (FESS) and Ultra-
Capacitor (UC) are typically used for purpose of fast power dynamics due to their
high power density. The former is often used to compensate energy mismatches in
the system while the latter are often used to smooth out sharp variations of power
output of renewable energy sources to maintain stability and improve power quality
of the system.
For large-scale power applications, Pumped Hydro Storage (PHS) and Com-
pressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) are used for both energy and power purposes.
However, these 2 energy storage technologies have geographic constraints that can
not be satisfied in many systems.
In micro-grid and renewable energy plants, when there is need of a medium-
scale or large-scale energy storage, and PHS and CAES are unavailable, the only
solution is to integrate small-scale energy storage systems together to form an
energy storage DC nano-grid. It is straightforward that the energy storage nano-
grid should be DC rather than AC for better efficiency as well ease of integration.
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For micro-grid applications, the energy storage DC nano-grid can store redundant
energy during normal mode of micro-grid and support the energy to micro-grid
during island mode. The energy storage DC nano-grid also can provide fast power
back-up during transient period of micro-grid from normal mode to island mode or
vice versa. For renewable energy plants, the energy storage DC nano-grid improves
flexibility, controllability and reliability of the plant by ensuring internal stability,























Figure 1.2: Energy storage for different power scales
1.2.4 Related works
Traditionally, energy storage system incorporates only 1 energy storage technol-
ogy, to form a battery energy storage system, or a flywheel energy storage system,
and so on. However, because use of one storage technology has the drawbacks of
being bulky, heavy or costly, the concept of hybrid energy storage system (HESS)
[13–17] has been proposed recently mainly for hybrid electric vehicle/electric ve-
hicle applications and also extended for micro-grid applications. The main idea
of HESS concept is to use 02 energy storage technologies, typically one with high
energy density and the other with high power density. The HESS the obtains
10
both advantages of high energy density and high power density, resulting in a
light-weight and compact energy storage system.
1.3 Challenges in Energy Storage DC Nano-Grid
1.3.1 Constraints of energy storage devices
Different from source and load, energy storage device has bidirectional power flow.
When the energy storage device charges, it behaves as load. On the other side,
when the energy storage device discharges, it behaves as source. The energy storage
device has maximum charge current and maximum discharge current as one of its
constraints.
Another difference between energy storage device and source or load is that
the energy storage device has operation state, which is State-Of-Charge (SOC) or
Depth-Of-Discharge (DOD) that indicates the charge level of the energy storage
device. The SOC has to be maintained in a proper operation range within 0% to
100% to avoid over-charging and over-discharging.
The last difference is that several energy storage devices have very limited
lifetime. Therefore, State-Of-Health (SOH) of each energy storage device has to
be monitored. Furthermore, overall operating conditions of energy storage device
have to be within safe operating area such that unwanted aging or degradation of
energy storage device is avoided.
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1.3.2 Intermittency of renewable energy sources
Intermittency characteristics of renewable energy sources such as wind energy and
solar photo-voltaics (PV) are well known in literature. These renewable energy
sources have largely-varied power outputs that drastically degrade power quality of
the system. For illustration, Fig. 1.3 shows the daily wind generation in Tehachapi,
California in April 2005 [18]. The variations are large and much different for each









































Figure 1.3: Daily wind generation in Tehachapi, California in April 2005 [18]
Fig. 1.4 shows power output from a solar photo-voltaics (PV) array [18] that
has power rating of 70 kW. When the sky is partly cloudy, power output can
suddenly drop. When the sky is clear, power output then jumps back to normal
output again. This type of sharp variations obviously needs to be filtered out to
ensure power quality of the system.
In short, intermittency of renewable energy sources introduces the problem of





































Figure 1.4: Output from a 70 kW PV array [18]
The power system scheduler then has to use predictors with sufficient accuracy in
order to maintain scheduling effectiveness. At the same time, the intermittency
introduces the problem of sharp variations and fluctuations of power outputs. This
rises more difficulties to ensure power quality of the system.
1.3.3 Instability caused by constant power load
In DC electrical energy system as well as micro-grids, use of power electronic
converters brings more flexibility into the power system control with capability of
bidirectional flows, but also introduces new challenges for control and protection.
A typical control challenge for micro-grids is the issue of stability introduced by
constant power load (CPL).
Constant power load problem has been mentioned in many research works [19–
21]. Normally, for passive loads (resistor, inductor or capacitor), load current will
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increase when voltage increases, and vice versa. However, for controlled power
electronic loads, they may behave such that when voltage increases, current will
decrease, and vice versa, to maintain consumed power constant. For electrical
machines, they also have the similar behavior while working at maximum power
region. When the machines reach their maximum power and demand still increases,
the electric power cannot increase and thus, remains at that power level. That is,
when voltage increases, the current has to decrease to satisfy p = vi = constant.
The behavior, therefore, is named as constant power load.
The behavior of constant power load can easily lead to instability when the
common bus is not firm enough and there are mismatches of sources and loads
control dynamics. For example, when common bus voltage drops, voltage source
controller will regulate to increase current to keep output voltage constant. As
voltage drops, CPL also consumes more current. If the supplied current from
source is smaller than the current consumed by CPL, then common bus voltage
keeps decreasing. As a result of these successive actions and reactions, the bus volt-
age keeps decreasing to 0. The system therefore can not maintain stable operation
at desired operating point. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 1.5.
1.4 Content and Contributions of the Thesis
In this thesis, the aforementioned challenges in energy storage DC nano-grid are
studied. Content of the thesis is organized as follows.
• Planning of energy storage DC nano-grid: Design of energy storage DC nano-
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Figure 1.5: Stable operation of normal load, and unstable operation of constant
power load in an electrical system
wind power plant, is studied in Chapter 2.
• Energy management of energy storage DC nano-grid: The energy manage-
ment of energy storage DC nano-grid for micro-grid application is studied in
Chapter 3.
• Dynamic power management of energy storage DC nano-grid: The dynamic
power management of energy storage DC nano-grid for wind power plant is
studied in Chapter 4.
• Control of energy storage DC nano-grid: Control and stability analysis of
energy storage DC nano-grid are studied in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
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Figure 1.6: Design, Management and Control of Energy Storage DC Nano-Grid
Contributions of the thesis are as follows.
• Dynamic power management of energy storage DC nano-grid in wind power
plant
Chapter 4 presents a proposed Dynamic Power Manager for energy storage
nano-grid to not only ensure short-term high-quality power that wind plant
requires but also optimally distribute power amongst energy storage devices
inside the energy storage nano-grid. Objective of the optimization in Dy-
namic Power Manager is that overall short-term energy efficiency is improved
while constraints of energy storage devices are complied. The Dynamic Power
Manager is necessary because energy scheduling from grid operator is in hour
time-scale while wind power has fluctuations in second time-scale that are
compensated by energy storage nano-grid.
• Energy management of energy storage DC nano-grid in residential micro-grid
Chapter 3 studies the energy management for DC nano-grid of energy storage
devices such that constraints of energy storage devices are complied, and
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the energy storage devices are prepared in advance in terms of power and
energy for coming demands to the energy storage nano-grid. In addition, a
predictive model of time-cascade Markov chains is proposed to capture time
pattern of operation of energy storage nano-grid in a residential micro-grid.
A generic model of battery lifetime that can be used directly in optimization
is proposed.
• Dynamic control of energy storage DC nano-grid for stable operation of wind
power plant
A dynamic control strategy of energy storage system for stable operation of a
wind power plant augmented with energy storage DC nano-grid is proposed
and presented in Chapter 5. To ensure stability of the system, criteria of
small-signal stability and large-signal stability are proposed and used. Se-
lection of control structure and control parameters of energy storage DC
nano-grid for stable operation of the wind power plant is then provided.
• Control of energy storage devices inside energy storage DC nano-grid
Chapter 6 presents a control design approach for energy storage devices in
energy storage DC nano-grid to operate stably under constant power mode.
A bounded-input bounded-output stability criterion for multi-source multi-
load DC system is proposed and used. Design consideration of input filter
of converter and impedance of common bus is also presented. In addition,
control strategy including current management and dynamic control to per-




Design of Energy Storage DC
Nano-Grid
2.1 Review of energy storage technologies for
power applications
2.1.1 Battery
Battery [22] is combination of one or more electrochemical Galvanic cells which
store chemical energy that can be converted into electric potential energy. Primary
batteries, for example, leclanche, manganese alkaline etc., convert chemical energy
into electrical energy only once. Secondary batteries, for example, lead-acid, Ni-
Cd, Ni-Mh, Li-ion etc., are rechargeable or able to repeatedly discharge and charge.
Each battery cell usually consists of a negative electrode and a positive elec-
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trode in an electrolyte, as depicted in Fig. 2.1. At electrodes, during charging and
discharging, there are chemical reactions with absorption/desorption and mass



















Negative electrode Positive electrode
Terminal- Terminal+
Electrolyte
Figure 2.1: Battery cell
In battery, there is reversible heat effect that is connected to electrochemical
reactions. This effect is unavoidable and does not depend on discharge or charge
rate. There is also irreversible current-related heat effect that is caused by the
resistance of conducting parts. This heat effect can be can be reduced and depends
on the current, or discharge/charge rate.
The self-discharge of battery is gradual loss of charge in electrodes when the
battery is idle at open circuit. Mechanisms of self-discharge are secondary reac-
tions form ”mixed potential”, oxidizable or reducible substances (shuttles) in the
electrolyte, and increased internal resistance.
For batteries with aqueous electrolyte, when over-charged or over-heated, there
is concern of battery gassing because of water decomposition (water→ oxygen and
hydrogen). This phenomenon leads to not only battery dry-out failure, but also
battery explosion when there is 4% concentration of hydrogen in air. There are
also other failures of batteries such as plate growth, jar bulging, leaks, corrosion,
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loss of capacity, thermal runaway etc. For Nickel-based batteries, there is memory
effect in which battery gradually loses its maximum energy capacity if repeatedly
recharged after partially discharged.
Lead-acid battery
Lead-acid battery was invented in 1859 and is the oldest type of rechargeable
battery. Each lead-acid battery cell consists of a negative electrode of elemental
lead (Pb) and a positive electrode of lead(IV) oxide (PbO2) in an electrolyte of
sulfuric acid (H2SO4).
To solve the problem of gassing in lead-acid battery, valve-regulated lead-acid
(VRLA) battery was developed and became popular around 1983. In a VRLA
battery, hydrogen and oxygen produced in the cells largely recombine into water.
The leakage and gassing effects are, therefore, minimal.
Nickel-Cadmium (Ni-Cd) battery
Each cell of Nickel-Cadmium (Ni-Cd) battery consists of a negative electrode of
cadmium (Cd) and a positive electrode of nickel(III) oxide-hydroxide (NiOOH)
with a separator in an alkaline electrolyte, for example, KOH. The alkaline elec-
trolyte is not consumed in the chemical reactions during charge and discharge.
Ni-Cd battery suffers memory effect. When Ni-Cd battery repeatedly dis-
charges to a certain point and then charges, during subsequent uses, the battery
suffers a sudden voltage drop at that point. This means a significant loss of ca-
pacity to the system or device using the battery, while the actual loss of capacity
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of the battery is not substantial. Another concern is that cadmium (Cd) is a toxic
heavy metal.
Nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) battery
A nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) battery cell is similar to the Ni-Cd cell but in-
stead of cadmium (Cd), a hydrogen-absorbing alloy is used for negative electrode.
The positive electrode is nickel(III) oxide-hydroxide (NiOOH) and electrolyte is
alkaline.
For same size, a NiMH battery can have 2 to 3 times the capacity of Ni-Cd
battery. The energy density of a NiMH cell is similar to that of a lithium-ion
cell, but NiMH cell suffers higher self-discharge rate. NiMH battery has reduced
memory effect and no toxic substance compared to Ni-Cd battery.
Lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery
A Lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery cell consists of a negative electrode (anode) of
carbon and a positive electrode (cathode) of metal oxide with a separator in
an electrolyte of lithium salt in an organic solvent. The lithium salt is one of:
lithium hexa-fluorophosphate (LiPF6), lithium hexa-fluoroarsenate monohydrate
(LiAsF6), lithium perchlorate (LiClO4), lithium tetra-fluoroborate (LiBF4), and
lithium tri-flate (LiCF3SO3).
Compared to other battery technologies, Li-ion battery has many significant
advantages such as high energy density, high cell voltage, no memory effect, low
self-discharge rate and friendly to environment. However, Li-ion battery technol-
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ogy has the main drawback of high production cost.
ZEBRA battery
ZEBRA battery (Na-NiCl2) was invented in 1985 by the Zeolite Battery Research
Africa Project (ZEBRA). This battery is in the class of molten salt batteries
or liquid sodium batteries. ZEBRA battery operates at 245◦C and uses molten
sodium aluminum-chloride (NaAlCl4) as the electrolyte. The negative electrode is
molten sodium. The positive electrode is nickel in the discharged state and nickel
chloride in the charged state.
ZEBRA battery technology has the advantages of no memory effect, zero self-
discharge, no gassing and no toxic substance. Nevertheless, it has the disadvan-
tages of required thermal management and long start-up time (up to 2 days) from
cold.
Sodium-sulfur battery
Sodium-sulfur (NaS) battery is a type of molten metal battery. It is constructed
from molten elemental sodium as anode, and molten sulfur (S) as the anode, with
a solid electrolyte membrane BASE (beta-alumina solid electrolyte) in between,
which selectively conducts Na+.
Heat produced by charging and discharging cycles in NaS battery is sufficient to
maintain its operating temperatures of more than 300◦C. NaS battery has a high




Ultra-capacitor is an electrochemical capacitor with relatively high energy density
and higher power density. Ultra-capacitor is also known as electric double-layer
capacitor (EDLC), super-capacitor, or super-condenser.
In ultra-capacitor, unlike conventional capacitors, charge separation is per-
formed not by bulky dielectric, but by super-thin (nanometers) physical interface
between the 2 layers of the porous material used. The electrochemical property
of the material is called as electric double layer. Each layer is still conductive for
insignificant current. However, by packaging a super large surface area, compared
with conventional capacitors, into a given volume, ultra-capacitor has much larger
capacitance.
Ultra-capacitor has low maximum voltage and high self-discharge rate due to
its technology described above. Nonetheless, ultra-capacitor has much larger ca-
pacitance than conventional capacitors (farads compared with tens of mili-farads),
and also much higher energy density (in order of hundreds times). Moreover, ultra-
capacitor has much longer cycle-life, higher rates of charge and discharge, higher
power density, and lower internal resistance thus higher cycle efficiency (95% or
more) compared to batteries.
2.1.3 Flywheel energy storage (FES)
Flywheel is a rotating mechanical device that is used to store rotational kinetic
energy. It has a significant moment of inertia. The rotational kinetic energy (Ek)
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J is moment of inertia of the mass about center of rotation,
ω is rotational speed, or angular velocity.
To charge the flywheel energy storage, a torque is applied to accelerate the
flywheel. The stored energy increases as the speed increases. To discharge the
flywheel energy storage, an opposite torque is applied to decelerate the flywheel.
The stored energy decreases as the speed decreases.
Flywheel energy storage has high power density and can store and release power
quickly. It also has longer lifetime compared to batteries. Flywheel energy storage
has a wide range of power, from KW to MW, and can operate at a wide range of
temperature.
2.1.4 Super-conducting magnetic energy storage (SMES)
Super-conducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) stores energy in the magnetic
field created by the flow of direct current in a super-conducting coil. The super-
conducting coil has been cryogenically cooled to a temperature below its critical
temperature for super-conducting.
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L is inductance of the super-conducting coil,
I is DC current flowing through the super-conducting coil.
SMES has the advantages of short time delay during charge and discharge,
and small loss of power. It also has high reliability because the main parts in
SMES are motionless. However, SMES requires expensive refrigeration and high
power cost to maintain operating temperatures. This leads to current lack of
representation of SMES in industry. Nonetheless, several SMES systems have
been used commercially for power quality control in ultra-clean manufacturing
plants, for grid stability in distribution systems, and in utility applications.
2.1.5 Flow battery
Flow battery is a form of rechargeable battery in which electrolyte flows through
an electrochemical cell that converts chemical energy directly to electricity. The




















































Figure 2.2: Flow battery in principle [2]
Flow battery has long cycle life and no harmful emissions. Compared to stan-
dard batteries, flow battery requires no equalization of charging and has high tol-
erance to overcharge/over-discharge. The disadvantage of flow battery is required
additional components such as pumps, sensors, control units and containment ves-
sels. The energy density of flow battery is low compared to standard batteries.
Vanadium redox flow battery (VRB)
The vanadium redox flow battery (VRB) employs vanadium ions in different ox-
idation states (V5+, V4+, V3+, V2+) to store chemical potential energy. Both
electrolytes are vanadium-based, and therefore, there is only one electro-active el-
ement (Vanadium) in VRB instead of two as in other types of flow batteries. The
electrolyte in the positive half-cell contains VO+2 (or V
5+) and VO2+ (or V4+) ions.
The electrolyte in the negative half-cell contains V3+ and V2+ ions.
The energy capacity of VRB depends on storage tanks while power rating
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depends on the membrane and number of cells. VRB has no ill effect if left
completely discharged for long time. The VRB also suffers no permanent damage
if the positive and negative electrolytes are accidentally mixed. Like other flow
batteries, VRB has the disadvantage of system complexity with requirements of
pumps, sensors etc.
Zinc bromine flow battery (ZnBr)
Zinc bromine flow battery (ZnBr) has 2 different electrolytes flowing through the
2 carbon-plastic composite electrodes and separated by a micro porous poly-olefin
membrane. The predominantly aqueous electrolyte is composed of zinc bromide
salt dissolved in water.
ZnBr flow battery can be left fully discharged indefinitely without damage. It










Flooded lead-acid 20 - 50 70 - 400 320 - 800 70-84%
VRLA 35 - 40 310 320 - 800 70-84%
Nickel Cadmium (Ni-Cd) 22 - 60 80 - 150 300 - 500 65 - 85%
Nickel Metal-Hydride (Ni-MH) 35 - 95 120 - 300 600 - 1000 65 - 85%
Sodium Sulfur (Na-S) 75 - 240 75 - 230 2300 - 2500 75 - 83%
ZEBRA (Na-NiCl2) 75 - 120 100 - 180 >1500 (NA)
Lithium-ion 80 - 180 100 - 1000 3000 - 5000 85 - 95%
Vanadium Redox 15 - 30 110 2800 - 3000 60 - 85%
Zinc Bromine 70 - 85 (NA) 1500 - 2500 60 - 73%
Table 2.1: Typical specifications of battery technologies[22–28]
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2.1.6 Compressed air energy storage (CAES)
Compressed air energy storage (CAES) pre-compresses air using cheap or redun-
dant electricity, and later uses that energy along with some gas fuel to generate
electricity as needed. For power applications, CAES requires appropriate under-
ground mines or caverns created inside salt rocks for its operation. Creating such
a cavern takes about 1.5 to 2 years by dissolving salt. Abandoned mines also can
be utilized.
Air compression generates heat. Therefore, the air is warmer after compression.
On the opposite side, air decompression requires heat. For commercial CAES,
the storage is diabatic in which extra heat during compression is dissipated into
the atmosphere as waste. During decompression, the air must be re-heated, then
expanded into the turbine to power a generator that is accomplished with a natural
gas fired burner or with a heated metal mass. The compressed air and gas fuel are
combined and re-heated at heat recuperator.


















Figure 2.3: Compressed air energy storage (CAES) in principle (Source: SANDIA
and [2])
2.1.7 Pumped hydro storage (PHS)
Pumped hydro storage (PHS), or pumped-storage hydro-electricity, is a type of
hydro-electric power generation used for energy storage purpose. The energy is
stored in the form of water, pumped from a lower elevation reservoir to a higher
elevation reservoir. The lower reservoir is usually a river nearby a mountain where
higher reservoir as a lake locates. Use of underground reservoirs has also been
investigated recently, for example, using an abandoned iron mine as the lower
reservoir.
To store energy or charge the storage system, water is pumped from lower
reservoir to higher elevation using cheap or redundant electricity. To release energy
or discharge the storage system, the stored water is released through turbines to
produce electricity. Pumped hydro storage is the largest-capacity form of available











Figure 2.4: Pumped hydro storage (PHS) in principle (Source: TVA)
2.2 Concept of energy storage DC nano-grid
In micro-grid, as introduced, energy storage plays an important role to alleviate
the problem of intermittency of renewable energy sources [29–31], e.g. solar en-
ergy sources. In terms of power dynamics, energy storage smooths out sudden and
sharp output fluctuations of renewable energy sources. In terms of energy, energy
storage absorbs excess energy from renewable energy sources such that the energy
is not wasted, and releases the energy back to power system when load requires.
For example, battery stores solar energy during day time when energy is redun-
dant and delivers that energy to load during night time. Energy storage is also
needed to compensate power mismatches amongst power exchanged with main
utility, power generated by local generators and power consumed by local loads in
micro-grid. From application perspective, energy storage is used to ensure micro-
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grid stability, and perform sub-applications such as peak-shaving, load-shifting,
demand response, outage protection, and grid power quality control.
Energy storage also plays an important role to facilitate higher penetration
of renewable energy into power grid via medium-scale and large-scale renewable
energy plants [32, 33], e.g. wind farms. Energy storage is necessary for renewable
energy plants in order to improve power quality, ensure local stability, and per-
form functionality of bridging power and energy management. Energy storage can
provide fast spinning reserve and energy augmentation to renewable energy plants.
The renewable energy plants combining energy storage, therefore, will contribute
less variations and fluctuations to the power grid due to the locally-enhanced power
quality and the turning-into-base-load capability.
2.2.1 Comparison of energy storage technologies for power
applications
For low and medium power levels of Mega-Watts downwards, battery, ultra-capacitor
and flywheel are popular energy storage devices. Fig. 2.5 depicts these energy stor-
age devices. They are widely used in applications such as vehicle power system,
data centers and so on. Ultra-capacitor and flywheel with fast power dynamics
are often used to ensure stability and improve power quality of the system. They
have high self-discharge rate and low energy capacity, thus not suitable to store
energy for a long period. Compared to ultra-capacitor, battery on the other side
has higher energy density but lower power density, as shown in the Ragone chart
in Fig. 2.6. Charging current and discharging current of battery are limited in
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both magnitude and dynamics. Therefore, battery is often used to reserve energy






















































































Figure 2.6: Ragone chart of energy density and power density of different energy
storage technologies (Electropaedia)
For high power level, flow battery, compressed air energy storage and pumped
hydro energy storage are commonly-used energy storage devices, as also depicted
in Fig. 2.5. These energy storage devices are widely used for grid integration.
Fig. 2.7 shows difference in efficiency and cycle life of typical energy storage
technologies. As shown, cycle life of battery is much smaller compared to other
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energy storage technologies. The cycle life of battery is largely determined by
its operating factors such as Depth-Of-Discharge, Rate-of-Charge and Rate-of-
Discharge. Therefore, the battery has to be properly designed as well as monitored
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Figure 2.7: Efficiency and lifetime of different energy storage technologies [2]
Fig. 2.8 shows difference in size and volume of typical energy storage technolo-
gies. For applications that have limited space and weight allowance, high power

















































(Input Energy Density x Efficiency)
Figure 2.8: Weight-energy-density and volume-energy-density of different energy
storage technologies [2]
Fig. 2.9 shows difference in power rating and discharge time of typical energy
storage technologies. The energy storage technologies with small discharge time
are often used for power quality, while the energy storage technologies with larger
discharge time are used for bridging power and energy management. Depending
on power rating, the energy storage technologies can be used for uninterrupted
power supplies (UPS), grid support or bulk energy/power management.
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Figure 2.9: Power rating and discharge time of energy storage technologies [2]
Fig. 2.10 shows difference in cost of several energy storage technologies. As
shown, ultra-capacitor and flywheel have low cost per unit power, while pumped
hydro and CAES have low cost per unit energy. Lead-acid battery has relatively
low cost per both unit power and unit energy. Li-ion battery has high cost although
having high energy density, high power density and high efficiency. The Li-ion
battery, therefore, has been widely used for portable small power applications but






































Figure 2.10: Cost of several energy storage technologies [2]
Table 2.2 summarizes main advantages and disadvantages of several typical
energy storage technologies for power applications.
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Table 2.2: Quick summary of typical energy storage technologies
Energy storage technology Main advantages Main disadvantages









ment, Gas fuel needed


















- Lead-acid battery Low capital cost Limited cycle life
- Flywheel High power Low energy density
- Super-conducting mag-
netic energy storage
High power Low energy density,
High cost




2.2.2 Packaging and integration of energy storage
As batteries and ultra-capacitor are constructed from basic cells, to gain higher
voltage and higher current, the cells have to be packaged into strings and packs.
As aforementioned, cell voltage of most batteries is from 1.2V to 1.5V, and that of
Li-ion battery is about 3.7V. Ultra-capacitor also has low cell voltage compared to
conventional capacitors. To obtain higher voltage, the cells have to be connected
in series to form a battery string. Subsequently, to obtain higher current, the
strings are then connected in parallel to form a battery pack.
In a battery pack or ultra-capacitor pack, there are always cell mismatches due
to:
• different internal resistances,
• different initial State-of-Charge (SOC),
• different history of operation,
• different temperature etc.
Because of the cell mismatches, the weak cell in a string or a pack tends to
be over-charged or over-discharged during operation. Therefore, the weak cell will
deteriorate much faster than other stronger cells, and rapidly age and then fail,
resulting in loss of capacity or total failure of the battery or the ultra-capacitor.
For battery, to solve the cell imbalance problem, equalization circuits with bypass
switches and blocking switches, and battery management system (BMS) are used.
The problem of cell imbalance becomes severer for larger battery packs. Therefore,
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packaging approach is only suitable for constructing packs and modules of battery
or ultra-capacitor from basic cells.
For next level of power, a number of energy storage packs or modules are inte-
grated into a system to achieve higher power rating or higher energy capacity. Bat-
tery energy storage system (BESS)[34] is one of such systems. Inside BESS, cells
or packs are passively connected without power electronic interfaces. There might
be equalization circuits and protective circuit breakers equipped inside BESS.
Battery has low power density. Therefore, to achieve the desired power rat-
ing, BESS has to be much over-sized in terms of energy capacity. The BESS
then is unnecessarily bulky and heavy. The other disadvantage is short cycle life.
Nonetheless, for lead-acid battery, due to its cheap cost, lead-acid BESS is still in
use. Several large-scale lead-acid BESS are still in operation (2001), as shown in
Table. 2.3 [35].
Table 2.3: Large-scale lead-acid battery energy storage systems in operation (2001)
Power rating Energy capacity Location
20MW 14MWh Puerto Rico Electric Power Company (PREPA)
40MW 14MWh Golden Valley Electric Association, Alaska
5MW 5MWh Vernon, California, USA
4MW 2.5MWh Metlakatla, Alaska
2MW 4MWh ESCAR, San Augustin del Guadalix, Spain
1.2MW 1.2MWh Herne-Sodingen, Germany
To provide a compact and light energy storage solution for vehicular applica-
tions, hybrid energy storage system (HESS) was proposed [36, 37]. HESS combines
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a high-power-density storage, e.g. ultra-capacitor, with a high-energy-density stor-
age, e.g. battery, to achieve high energy density, high power density and battery
lifetime extension. Battery technologies that can be used in HESS include lead-
acid, nickel-cadmium, nickel-metal hydride, lithium-ion etc. The concept of HESS
has also been used for micro-grid applications [38, 39].
2.2.3 Energy storage DC nano-grid concept
To provide a high-power high-flexibility energy storage solution for applications
of micro-grid and renewable energy plant, energy storage DC nano-grid (ESNG)
concept is proposed. ESNG has an internal common bus as the back-bone to inte-
grate any desired number of energy storage devices (EnSD). The internal common
bus is selected to be DC. The reasons to select DC rather than AC are:
• Most of energy storage technologies are DC-output, e.g. standard batteries,
flow batteries and ultra-capacitor. For flywheel, DC output is also preferred
with use of variable frequency DC/AC inverter.
• Use of common DC bus helps avoid AC synchronizing problem and improve
the system robustness.
The common DC bus should have sufficiently high voltage, for example, 800
VDC or higher, to avoid low efficiency. For same power rating, use of higher
voltage rating results in lower current rating (IDC), and thus, lower power loss





Lower current rating is also preferred by DC circuit breaker. However, when
voltage rating increases, on resistance (Ron) of power electronic devices increases
exponentially [40]. Because there are usually more than 2 power switches con-
ducting at the same time in power converter, conduction loss then increases as:
Pcond ≥ I
2
DC × 2Ron (2.4)
Inside ESNG, all EnSDs are connected to DC bus via power electronic in-
terfaces, i.e. bidirectional DC-DC converters (batteries, ultra-capacitor), bidirec-
tional DC-AC converters (flywheel), or power conditioning units (SMES etc.). Fig.






























Figure 2.11: Energy storage DC nano-grid
Main advantages of ESNG are:
• ESNG offers a wide range of power, especially high power level for applica-
tions of micro-grid and renewable energy plant by actively integrating differ-
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ent energy storage technologies, from standard battery and ultra-capacitor
up to flywheel and flow battery, and higher.
• ESNG incorporates BESS, which passively integrates basic cells of single
type, and HESS, which actively integrates 2 types of energy storage. In-
side ESNG, energy storage packs and modules constructed from basic cells
are used as passive integration. In addition, the energy storage packs and
modules are actively integrated via power electronic interfaces. More than 2
types of energy storage can be used in ESNG. Depending on design objec-
tives, ESNG can have high energy density, high power density and battery
lifetime extension at a minimal cost.
• ESNG provides ease of system expansion and component replacement. As a
nano-grid, ESNG has an open physical architecture to easily add or remove
components inside. With active power electronic interfaces, power flow is
flexible amongst EnSD. Therefore, online replacing a component without
affecting other components is easy to obtain.
• ESNG has high inter-connectivity interfacing other systems, such as DC
system, single-phase AC system and 3-phase AC system. ESNG can be
used as power buffer and energy link amongst these systems, for example,
between AC micro-grid and DC micro-grid [41], or used to support merely
DC micro-grid [42] or merely AC feeder [43].
Table. 2.4 and Fig. 2.12, 2.13 illustrate the concept of ESNG.
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- Equipped with equalization circuits and
protective circuits
Micro-grid
HESS Combination of a high-energy-density
storage system, e.g. BESS, with a




ESNG Active combination of energy storage



























Figure 2.12: Energy storage for different power levels






















































Figure 2.13: Positioning of energy storage options and system concepts
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2.3 Selection of power interface for energy stor-
age
2.3.1 Bidirectional DC-DC converters
Bidirectional DC-DC converters are used as power interface between DC-output
energy storage modules (such as battery, ultra-capacitor) and DC bus, or between
DC bus with other DC system linked to energy storage DC nano-grid. They are
key power electronic converters in energy storage DC nano-grid.
For bidirectional DC-DC converters, power switches are primarily power MOS-
FET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) and IGBT (Insulated
Gate Bipolar Transistor).
• Power MOSFET is a voltage controlled switch with simple driving required
and can be switched at high frequencies, e.g. in the MHz range. The device
has a built-in parasitic diode, which can be used in certain circuit topolo-
gies, e.g. full-bridge DC-DC converter, and used for soft switching. Power
MOSFET has good current sharing capability, and can be paralleled easily
to increase the capability of current handling of the converter.
• IGBT is also a voltage-driven MOS gated device. The aim of IGBT is to
have lower conduction voltage drop than power MOSFET. However, due
to current tailing effect, IGBT turn-off is slower than power MOSFET and
its frequency range is limited, usually less than 30kHz depending on power
level and converter topology. IGBT is usually selected for high voltage and
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current that power MOSFET is not suitable, and for power level higher than
2kW.
Several converter topologies for bidirectional DC-DC power transfer are reviewed
as follows.
Bidirectional buck-boost converter
Bidirectional buck-boost converter is a non-isolating DC-DC converter. The con-
verter topology is shown in Fig. 2.14. This type of converter uses 2 switches, 2
diodes and 1 inductor for bidirectional power transfer. There is no use of trans-
former. This converter topology has the advantage of simplicity but suffers from















































Figure 2.14: Topology of bidirectional buck-boost converter
The operation of bidirectional buck-boost converter in continuous conduction
mode (CCM) is depicted in Fig. 2.15. In boost mode, power is transferred from
low voltage side, which is energy storage, to high voltage side, which is common
DC bus/link. The main switch in this mode is S2 with duty cycle D2. Switch S1
is ancillary to share current with diode D1. In buck mode, power is transferred on
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opposite direction, from high voltage side (DC link) to low voltage side (energy
















































(a) Boost mode (b) Buck mode
Figure 2.15: Operation of bidirectional buck-boost converter (a) Boost mode (b)
Buck mode
At steady state, the energy stored and released in inductor L is balanced.
Therefore, the positive area and negative area on vL graph are equal (equal area












In the buck-boost converter topology, current ripple is determined by induc-
tance L. The average DC current always flows through the inductor. The single
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main switch has to turn-off while carrying high current. There is no isolation
between low voltage side and high voltage side and no transformer used. These
reasons make this topology only suitable for low power level and low voltage ratio.
Nonetheless, it has simple operation, compact size and relatively high efficiency.
Dual active half-bridge (DAHB) converter
Dual active half-bridge (DAHB) converter [44–46] is a bidirectional isolating DC-
DC converter. The converter topology is shown in Fig. 2.16. This topology uses 4
switches, 4 high-frequency capacitors, 1 high-frequency transformer and optionally


































































































(a) Dual active half bridge converter
(b) Modified dual active half bridge 






Figure 2.16: Topology of bidirectional dual active half-bridge (DAHB) converter
(a) DAHB (b) Modified LVS-boosted DAHB
Operation of DAHB converter under phase shifted modulation (PSM) is de-
picted in Fig. 2.17. Gate signals of each switch pair are symmetrical square-wave,
and complementary. In step-up mode, low-voltage-side (LVS) switch pair leads
high-voltage-side (HVS) switch pair a phase angle φ, positive power is transferred
from LVS to HVS. In step-down mode, LVS switch pair lags HVS switch pair,
resulting in negative power transfer from HVS back to LVS. Optionally, by using













































































(b) Negative power transfer: φ<0
Figure 2.17: Operation of bidirectional DAHB converter (a) Step-up mode (b)
Step-down mode
In DAHB topology, high-frequency transformer is used. The topology, thus,
has high voltage ratio and isolation. The current through leakage inductance
is alternative at high frequency. Each pair of high frequency capacitors has to
ensure equal voltage for symmetrical operation of switches of each half bridge.
As capacitors usually have shorter lifetime than other components in the system,
use of multiple high-frequency power capacitors adds cost and reduces lifetime or
reliability of the whole converter.
Dual active full-bridge (DAB) converter
Dual active full-bridge or dual active bridge (DAB) converter [47–51] is another
type of bidirectional isolating DC-DC converter. The converter topology is shown
in Fig. 2.18. This topology uses 8 switches, 1 high-frequency transformer and


































































































(a) LVS current-fed dual active bridge (CFDAB) converter




























Figure 2.18: Topology of bidirectional dual active full-bridge (DAB) converter (a)
LVS current-fed DAB (b) Voltage-fed DAB
DAB converter topology using inductor for current-feeding (CF) at low voltage
side (LVS) is shown in Fig. 2.18(a). During operation of this converter, only
switches at one side operate:
• Step-up mode: In this mode, positive power is transferred from primary side
(LVS) to secondary side (HVS). Only primary switches are in operation while
secondary side acts as a passive diode-bridge rectifier. The primary switches
are pulse-width modulated (PWM) with duty cycle D1 > 0.5. Switch pair S1
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& S4 and switch pair S2 & S3 are 180
◦ phase-shifted. The inductor is charged
when all 4 primary switches are ON. The secondary switches can be soft-
switched to share current with secondary diodes. The operation principle in
step-up mode is depicted in Fig. 2.19(a).
• Step-down mode: In this mode, negative power is transferred from secondary
side (HVS) back to primary side (LVS). Only secondary switches are in
operation while primary side acts as a passive diode-bridge rectifier. The
secondary switches are pulse-width modulated (PWM) with duty cycle D2 <
0.5. Switch pair S5 & S8 and switch pair S6 & S7 are 180
◦ phase-shifted.
The primary diodes still conduct to discharge leakage inductor when all 4
secondary switches are OFF. The primary switches can be soft-switched to
share current with primary diodes. The operation principle in step-down
mode is depicted in Fig. 2.19(b).
CFDAB topology has the drawback of high transient voltage over switches due
to leakage inductance. A snubber circuit can be used to overcome this over-voltage
problem. The topology is suitable for current source with low dynamics such as




















(a) Positive power transfer from current-

























(b) Negative power transfer from voltage-















Figure 2.19: Operation of bidirectional DAB converter with current feeding at low
voltage side (a) Step-up mode (b) Step-down mode
Voltage-fed dual active bridge (DAB) converter topology is shown in Fig.
2.18(b). Operation of this topology is based on phase-shifted modulation (PSM)
with all switches of both primary and secondary sides required. The operation

























































































Figure 2.20: Operation of bidirectional voltage-fed DAB converter (a) Step-up
mode (b) Step-down mode
Similar to DAHB converter, DAB converter also has the advantages of isolation
and high voltage ratio. Compared with DAHB converter, DAB converter does not
have the problem with multiple high-frequency power capacitors. DAB converter
topology also has higher power rating with the trade-off of double number of active
switches.
2.3.2 Bidirectional DC-AC converters
Bidirectional DC-AC converters are used as power interface between flywheel and
DC bus, or between DC bus and other AC systems linked to energy storage DC
nano-grid. Fig. 2.21 shows topologies of typical bidirectional full-bridge single-
phase and three-phase DC-AC converters. Operation of these topologies can be





































Figure 2.21: Topology of bidirectional DC-AC converter (a) Single phase full-
bridge (b) Three phase three-leg
2.3.3 Multi-port design for compact size
When multiple energy storage modules need to interface to common DC bus, multi-
port design [53–55] is often of interest in order to obtain compact size with minimal
number of conversion steps, reduced cost and compact packaging. Typically, there
are 2 main approaches: via magnetic coupling with multi-winding transformer
as depicted in Fig. 2.22(b) and via use of DC sub-link with multiple cells of
bidirectional buck-boost, as depicted in Fig. 2.22(c).
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(b) Multi-port triple active half-bridge 
















Figure 2.22: Multi-port bidirectional converter design (a) Without multi-port de-
sign (b) Magnetic-coupling multi-port design with multi-winding transformer (c)
Sub-linked multi-port design
Fig. 2.23 shows physical structure of a three-winding transformer. By us-
ing multi-winding transformer, the size of magnetic components in the multi-port
converter system reduces, but the trade-off is design complexity.
P: Primary winding              S: Secondary winding
Φ
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Figure 2.23: Physical structure of a three-winding transformer
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By using DC sub-link approach, number of transformers in the converter sys-
tem decreases. However, power rating of the main transformer has to increase.
Therefore, for high power applications when it is costly to increase power rating of
components, instead of multi-port design, modular design is preferred. Multi-port
design may also lead to reduction of port independency and thus, reduction of
flexibility, such as design in [56].
2.3.4 Modular design for high power and high flexibility
To increase power rating of the power interface, following methods are often used:
• Increase of power rating of each converter component (switch, passive com-
ponents).
• Parallel connection of converter components for higher current rating. Or
series connection of converter components for higher voltage rating.
• Change of converter topology, for example, from buck-boost to dual-half-
bridge, or dual-full-bridge topology.
• Parallel connection of modular converters for higher current rating. Series
connection of modular converters for higher voltage rating.
Series/parallel connection of modular DC-DC converters for high power appli-
cations has been summarized in [57]. The architectures are classified into 4 basic
forms as:
• input-parallel output-parallel (IPOP)
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• input-parallel output-series (IPOS)
• input-series output-parallel (ISOP)
• input-series output-series (ISOS)
The 4 basic forms are illustrated in Fig. 2.24(a)(b)(c)(d). Operation of modular
converters then is interleaving scheme, which has the benefits of higher efficiency,




























(e) Modified IPOP (f) Modified IPOS
Figure 2.24: Configurations of modular converters
Use of modular converters has been extended for multiple energy storages as in
[58] with two extra forms: modified IPOP and modified IPOS, as depicted in Fig.
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2.24(e)(f). These configurations maintain high flexibility of the converter system
such as:
• online replacement of energy storage module is obtainable,
• expansion/scale up of converter system for higher power rating is easy etc.
2.3.5 Soft-switching for increased efficiency
For design of power interface in energy storage DC nano-grid, soft-switching is
another objective often of interest. Soft-switching techniques are combination of
converter topologies and switching strategies such that switches are turned on
and/or off at zero-voltage and/or zero current. The techniques are also called as




• High-frequency-link integral-half-cycle converters.
2.3.6 Interface for power quality improvement
Instead of operating with main power flows, energy storage DC nano-grid can
provide ancillary services to AC line such as power quality improvement. The
power interface then requires lower power rating, and can be series-connected or
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shunt-connected to compensate voltage or current to enhance the power quality of














Figure 2.25: Power interface to improve power quality of single-phase or three-
phase AC line
2.4 Sizing of of energy storage DC nano-grid
For increasing penetration of renewable energy at medium scale and large scale,
such as wind power plants, medium-scale and large-scale energy storages are re-
quired to enhance controllability of power output at Point-of-Common-Coupling
(PCC) and improve reliability of the plant as well as the whole grid. However,
large-scale energy storage technologies such as pumped hydro and compressed air
are limited due to geographic conditions required. Pumped hydro energy storage
needs to be close to both a river as lower reservoir and a mountain for higher
reservoir. Compressed air energy storage needs an abandoned mine to operate.
Therefore, energy storage DC nano-grid (ESNG) can be used to meet the high
power demand from wind power plant. This section gives an illustration of how to
select and size different energy storage technologies in ESNG as a medium-scale or
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large-scale energy storage for given power and energy ratings at high power levels
required in large-scale wind energy integration.
First, the ESNG has to provide power and energy compensation such that
power output of wind power plant at Point-of-Common-Coupling (PCC) is con-
trollable. Second, cost of ESNG needs to be minimized. Specifications of the most
popular energy storage technologies for wind energy application, except pumped
hydro and compressed air, are summarized in Table. 2.5 and Table. 2.6. As afore-
mentioned, ultra-capacitor has high power density but low energy density, and
is suitable for power level below 1MW. Flywheel and Li-ion battery are the two
energy storages that have advantages in both power density and energy density.
However, due to its high production cost, Li-ion battery is mainly used in trans-
portation applications. The well-known lead-acid battery has low cost, high energy
density but suffers low power density and limited cycle life. Flow batteries has very
high energy density but very poor power density.
Table 2.5: Power and energy densities of energy storage technologies
Type of Power Energy Power level
energy density density (MW)
storage PDi(W/kg) EDi(Wh/kg)
Ultra-capacitor 20000 30 <1
Li-ion battery 300-800 150-250 <1
Lead-acid battery 200-400 25-30 0.001-10
Flywheel 150-3000 5-80 0.1-10
Flow battery 5-40 90-400 0.01-100
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Table 2.6: Specifications of energy storages
Energy Time Cost Replacement in Efficiency SOC1 factor
Storage (hours) Ci(/kW ) 20-year Ri ηi%DOD
2 ksoci
Ultra-capacitor 10/3600 300-450 None 99% 0.9
Li-ion battery 4 1950-2900 1-2 96% 0.3
Lead-acid battery 4 1740-2580 4-6 75% 0.5
Flywheel (10MW) 0.25 3695-4313 Maintenance 93% 1
Flow battery 4 1545-3100 Unknown 80% 1
With specified power and energy ratings, sizing of energy storages in ESNG
can be determined based on minimum cost for 20-year operation. The optimal









WiPDiηi ≥ P (2.8)
0 ≤ WiPDi < Pub,i (2.9)
where:
j is number of types of energy storages used,
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Wi is weight of i
th energy storage,
PDi is power density of i
th energy storage,
ηi is efficiency of i
th energy storage,
P is required power,







i ≥ E (2.10)
0 ≤ WiEDi < Eub,i (2.11)
where:
EDi is energy density of i
th energy storage,
ksoci is SOC coefficient for i
th energy storage,
E is required energy,
Eub,i is upper bound energy,
Ci is cost of i
th energy storage,
Ri is number of replacement within 20 years of i
th energy storage.
The values of parameters mentioned above are listed in Table. 2.5 and Table. 2.6.
Example: For a wind farm consisting of 6 GE-1.5MW wind turbines, to fa-
cilitate reserve for the wind farm during fault, power rating of ESNG is chosen as
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peak power of one wind farm (1.5MW) and energy rating is chosen as amount of
energy needed for 1 hour of fault (1.5MWh). These ratings are sufficient for grid
operator to update wind power scheduling. Moreover, the chosen ratings can allow
the hourly wind power prediction error up to 16.7% while the error can be as low
as 10% [59].
Considering ultra-capacitor, lead acid battery, Lithium-ion battery, flywheel
and flow battery are used in ESNG, minimum cost using the above-mentioned
methodology is calculated. The result as illustrated in Fig. 2.26 shows that com-
bination of lead-acid battery and flywheel achieves minimum cost. On the other
side, ultra-capacitor and Lithium-ion battery are not present in the set of cheapest
energy storage mix.

















Figure 2.26: Energy storage mix in ESNG with lowest costs for the given power
and energy requirements
The result also reveals that use of more than 2 energy storage technologies
for ESNG is feasible, as the combination of lead-acid battery, flywheel and flow
battery. At the given power and energy ratings, use of 2 energy storage technologies
as in hybrid concept still dominates. However, when the ratings increase, the trend




This chapter has reviewed state-of-the-art technologies of energy storage and power
interface in order to integrate them together in proposed conceptual system of
energy storage DC nano-grid (ESNG). Basically, ESNG offers high-power, high-
flexibility and high-performance energy storage solution for applications in modern
power system, such as micro-grid and renewable energy plants. An illustrative
sizing of ESNG for a wind power plant has also proved the feasibility of the concept.
Operation of ESNG will then be investigated in next chapters.
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Chapter 3
Energy Management in Energy
Storage DC Nano-Grid
3.1 Roles of Energy Management in Energy Stor-
age DC Nano-Grid
In energy storage DC nano-grid (ESNG), energy management is needed:
• to ensure that constraints of energy storage devices (EnSD) are complied,
• to prepare in advance power and energy for coming demands so that no
power is wasted,
• to improve overall energy efficiency of ESNG,
• to extend lifetime of battery-based EnSDs in ESNG.
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Each EnSD in ESNG has its limits in State-of-Charge (SOC), rate-of-charge,
and rate-of-discharge. For example, lead-acid battery has to operate with its SOC
maintained above 20% to not damage the battery. The rate-of-charge and rate-
of-discharge of lead-acid battery also cannot exceed manufacturers’ specifications.
Otherwise, battery will heat up, available energy and battery lifetime will be re-
duced due to unwanted chemical reactions. Therefore, all constraints of EnSDs in
ESNG have to be strictly complied.
The EnSDs also need to be prepared in advance for coming power and energy
demands to ensure availability and high performance of ESNG. For example, when
there is redundant energy, the EnSDs have to charge sufficiently. Otherwise, they
may have insufficient power to meet load demands later on, resulting in bus voltage
drops and poor performance. On the other side, the EnSDs have to discharge
properly before excess power is present. Otherwise, they may not be able to charge
the excess power. Thus, part of or the whole excess power has to be wasted.
To evaluate availability and performance of ESNG in terms of energy, Energy









Efail is energy that ESNG fails to supply,
Edemand is total energy demand for ESNG.
The energy efficiency (ξe) in ESNG takes into account energy conversion effi-
ciency (ξe-conv) and energy storing efficiency (ξe-store) of EnSDs. Energy conversion
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efficiency refers to energy loss of round-trip conversions over power converters, and
energy loss over internal resistance of the EnSD during charging and discharging.
Energy storing efficiency refers to energy loss due to self-discharge, and other losses
of EnSD. Energy efficiency can be expressed as:
ξe = ξe-convξe-store (3.2)








Energy storing efficiency can be calculated based on self-discharge rate (D) of the
energy storage:
ξe-store = 1−Dtstored (3.4)
where tstored is time that the energy is stored. Energy management is needed to
improve energy efficiency of ESNG.
In ESNG, lifetime of battery-based EnSDs is short because they have limited
cycle life compared to other energy storage technologies. Cycle life of EnSD indi-
cates number of charge/discharge cycles before the EnSD fails. For battery-based
EnSD, cycle life reduces exponentially when depth-of-discharge (DOD) increases.
Therefore, energy distribution in ESNG has to be managed such that longevity of
battery-based EnSDs is extended.
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3.2 Related works
In practice, energy storage system such as battery energy storage system (BESS)
is often equipped with Battery Management System (BMS). The BMS provides
the following functions to the BESS:
• Monitoring voltage, temperature, SOC, SOH, current,
• Protection for over-current, over/under-voltage, over/under-temperature, over-
pressure,
• Balancing SOC of cells.
However, because of its passiveness, simplicity, little computation required, no op-
timization and no prediction/planning, the BMS is unable to improve performance
of the BESS.
To gain better ESS performance by incorporating more prediction and plan-
ning, several energy management systems (EMS) for storage-augmented systems
have been developed recently [60–65]. A hybrid energy storage system (HESS) is
proposed in [60] with energy management objectives of minimizing battery current
fluctuation and HESS energy loss. The drawback of the energy management of
this HESS is that it considers only characteristics of energy storage devices inside,
but does not focus on interactions with other components in the micro-grid. On
the other hand, [61–63] consider ESS, e.g. BESS, as a single controllable unit with
no optimization in storage operation. In such systems, the focus is on short-term
power demand response and provision of ancillary service, hence the long-term
energy storage is not considered. In details, the strategy in [62] just keeps state-
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of-charge of the BESS within a heuristic predefined limit. Similarly, fixed state-of-
charge limitation [64] and dynamic state-of-charge limitation [66] techniques are
used for optimizing primary frequency control. In [65], control strategy for HESS
uses decomposition technique with no optimization.
The authors in [58] proposed an energy management technique that sets power
references for each of the energy storage element. In the composite energy storage
system (CESS) [58], the authors combine energy storage devices with different
energy densities and power densities to obtain best power and energy density.
However, they have not considered the effect of fast charging and discharging on
batteries. This limitation on how the total power demand and energy demand on
the system should be distributed to each individual storage component in such a
ESS, will be overcome during the construction and development of the proposed
energy manager in this chapter.
For prediction, the micro-grid EMS in [67] uses neural network model. The
EMS in [4] for renewable energy distribution suggested the use of neural network
[68], monte-carlo [69], and ARIMA model [70] for load forecasting, and adopted
a simple ARIMA model. The EMS in [71] for building structures uses a multi-
agent decision-making control methodology with objectives of improving energy
efficiency and reducing energy costs. However, it does not tackle the problem of
prediction accuracy. Besides, it is highly free to adjust the operating points of all
sources and loads and therefore, the optimization complexity and difficulty are low.
The EMS in [72] for a micro-grid with a PV-based active generator proposed the
use of both meteorological information and historical data to perform prediction
or forecasting. However, this EMS does not monitor, track or manage the state-
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of-charge of the battery system. The EMSs in [73, 74] simply use fuzzy logic
control with rule base to allocate power references to fuel-cell, super-capacitor and
battery. There is neither prediction nor optimization used. The micro-grid EMS in
[3] uses neural network for prediction and performs multi-objective optimization.
However, the optimization is performed for only diesel generators and the battery
scheduling is again accomplished with fuzzy logic as a deterministic approach.
Although simple, the deterministic approach [72, 75–80] that does not consider
forecasting/prediction uncertainties has degraded result accuracy, which in turn
affects the overall performance of the system.
In [81], the EMS also uses neural network for the predictive model but the
prediction results are not used for optimization. In [82], instead of using neural
network, the EMS uses nonlinear regression model but it has the drawback of being
site-specific. This EMS also uses rule base and no optimization. In [83], particle
swarm optimization (PSO) is used for the EMS of a stand-alone hybrid wind-
microturbine energy system. However, this EMS does not consider the constraints
of the battery. Besides, it also assumes that prediction data is 100% accurate. In
addition, there is no battery lifetime model used to clearly show the improvement
of battery lifetime. In [84], the EMS for DC distribution system in buildings was
proposed based on the real-time acquisition data. It does not use historical data
and prediction algorithms due to the following reasons:
• buildings/systems may not have historical data;
• most of the advanced strategies using prediction are difficult to implement
and are hard to understand and modify for general energy operators;
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• most of the advanced strategies using prediction have slow speed due to
computational burden.
The trade-off of this approach is then there is no optimization to obtain the best
performance of the system. The proposed energy manager in this chapter, there-
fore, is desired to have the advantages of ease of implementation, ease of under-
standing and modification for energy operators, and fast computation speed.
3.3 Construction of Energy Manager
3.3.1 Structure of Energy Manager
To perform energy management for EnSDs in ESNG, operation power profile of
ESNG is needed. Therefore, a predictor of ESNG operation profile is used. The
predictor is constructed based on a predictive model and using historical data
of ESNG. The historical data of ESNG can be obtained via time-logged ESNG
operation. Initially, parameters of the predictor are generated from a sufficient set
of the historical data. Later on, during operation, parameters of the predictor are
updated from new added data.
Core of Energy Manager is an optimizer that minimizes a cost function based
on chosen criteria, complying to constraints of EnSDs. Output of optimizer is
optimal energy policy sent to lower-level manager, e.g. Current Manager, which

























Figure 3.1: Structure of Energy Manager for energy storage devices in energy
storage nano-grid
3.3.2 Selection of algorithms for predictive model and op-
timizer
To construct predictive model of ESNG operation profile based on historical data,
deterministic or probabilistic algorithms can be used as shown in Table. 3.1. A
deterministic algorithm generates output as a single profile. The single profile
provides ease of calculation of cost function in optimization. However, when pre-
diction is inaccurate, there is no backup to ensure that constraints will not be
violated. Therefore, a probabilistic algorithm is chosen for the Energy Manager.
Output of probabilistic algorithm are multiple profiles that have high possibilities
to occur. A neural network (NN) can be used as a probabilistic predictive model.
However, after training NN for the initial data, it is unknown which parameters
inside NN should be tuned to adapt with updated data. Therefore, to avoid the
NN drawbacks of difficulties in implementation, understanding and modification,
and slow computation speed, Markov-chain-based predictive model is selected for
the predictor herein. To adapt with new data, the predictor only has to update
transition probability of Markov chain.
There are also deterministic or probabilistic algorithms for optimizer. Deter-
ministic algorithms, such as State Space Search, ensure that global optimum is
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reached, but suffer from poor convergence speed. On the other side, probabilistic
algorithms, such as Evolutionary Computation algorithms, provide fast conver-
gence but may get stuck at local optima. For the proposed Energy Manager, to
ensure global optimum, Dynamic Programming is selected. Dynamic Program-
ming together with Markov chain is Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) al-
gorithm. SDP [85–87] has shown its effectiveness in online optimization in power
system applications [88]. Furthermore, SDP is also suitable for real-time optimiza-
















• Ant Colony Optimization
• Particle Swarm Optimization
Table 3.1: Algorithms for predictor and optimizer in Energy Manager
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3.3.3 Stochastic Dynamic Programming with time-cascade
Markov chains
ESNG connects to power network to perform energy storage function. As other
components in the power network such as solar PV source, wind source, residential
load etc. have certain power patterns over time, and ESNG has to compensate
the power mismatches, ESNG operation profile also has power pattern over time.
The ESNG operation profile is assumed to be a discrete-time stochastic dynamic
process.
Taking effects of of all other components in power network, the aggregate power
pattern of ESNG is complex. It has periodicity in not only a daily time frame but
also monthly, seasonally, yearly, etc. Thus, a single Markov chain is insufficient
to represent the complexity of ESNG power pattern. ESNG operation profile,
therefore, is proposed to be modeled by time-cascade Markov chains. The time-
cascade Markov chains are finite and time-homogeneous in discrete state space.
In this research, 2-level time-cascade Markov chains are used. The inner
Markov chain is in hour-scale on daily basis, whereas the outer Markov chain
is in daily-scale (24 hours) on weekly, monthly etc. basis. The model then re-
flects daily pattern of load power, and weekly, monthly etc. patterns of power
network’s energy. Extension of levels of Markov chains also can be used to more
accurately represent weekly pattern, monthly pattern etc. when more historical
data is available.
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Time-cascade Markov chains for predictive model
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Fig. 3.2 illustrates this stochastic model of ESNG operation profile. The energy of
today or next day is predicted from the energy of yesterday and energy transition
probability. Within a predicted daily energy, the power of this hour or coming hour
is then predicted from the power or last hour and power transition probability.
Sday Sday

















Figure 3.2: Stochastic model of ESNG operation profile with 2-level cascade
Markov chains
For transition probability within the Markov chains, the daily energy transition
probability and hourly power transition probability are:
pdayi,j = Pr{Eˆ
day,k+1 = Edayj |E
day,k = Edayi } (3.7)
phourl,i,j = Pr{Pˆ
hour,k+1 = P hourj |
P hour,k = P houri , Eˆ
day,k = Edayl } (3.8)
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As the Markov chains are time-homogeneous, transition probability is calcu-















ni is the number of occurrences of E
day
i , ni =
∑
j ni,j ; (ii) nl,i,j is the number of
occurrences of transition from P houri to P
hour
j when averaged energy of the day is
mapped into Edayl , and nl,i is the number of occurrences of P
hour
i , nl,i =
∑
j nl,i,j .
The dynamic state vector x of the system includes State-Of-Charge (SOC) of
EnSDs and power demands x = (SOCi|i = 1..NEnSD; pi|i = 1..Ndemand) where
NEnSD is the number of the EnSDs and Ndemand is the number of ports that request
power or energy from ESNG.
Cost function and backward induction in optimization
Optimization objective is to find optimal energy policy u = pi(x) that minimizes




γjf (xj, pi(xj)) (3.11)
where:
f is cost function,
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0 < γ < 1 is discount factor or forgetting factor,
xj is dynamic state vector at time j
th,
x0 is dynamic state vector for the present,
wj is dynamics at xj and time j
th,
N is length of future window,
pi is optimal energy policy.
For criteria of power backup against uncertainty, improvement of energy ef-
ficiency and extension of lifetime, individual cost functions to be minimized are
based on power reserve, energy loss and life cycle reduction.
The inequality constraints are:
• Power reserve:












The optimal energy policy u = pi(x) is solved by using policy iteration algo-
rithm. In the algorithm, the policy evaluation is performed by using backward
induction for finite horizon case. For infinite horizon case, cost of the policy is
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evaluated by updating Bellman equation. The backward induction in Policy eval-
uation for finite horizon case is performed as follows.
1. Initialization: Starting time-point is at the end of the future window xj=Nk .
The cost function for the policy pi then is Jpi(x
j=N
k ).
2. Iteration: The suboptimal cost function at future time-point j is updated


















whereW (xjk) is set of possible dynamics from state xk, u
j
k is part of policy at
state xk for future time-point j. The next step is backward as next time-point
to be j − 1 until time-point j = k is reached.
3. Result: Approximated optimal cost functions are Jpi(xk) = Jpi(x
j=k
k ).
During the iteration, if calculated state vector x does not fall on the state
grid, linear interpolation is used. The constraints are in Eq. (3.12), (3.13), (3.14).
Result of optimization is optimal policy for each hour.
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3.4 Energy Management for Energy Storage DC
Nano-Grid in Residential Micro-Grid
3.4.1 Energy storage DC nano-grid in residential micro-
grid
In this section, the ESNG used in a residential micro-grid is investigated. The
residential micro-grid has renewable energy sources as solar photo-voltaics and
wind energy. Besides renewable energy sources, the residential micro-grid also








Figure 3.3: A residential micro-grid with energy storage nano-grid
Operation data of the residential micro-grid is collected via either simulation,
e.g. HOMER software [90], or time-logging. Power profiles of components in the
residential micro-grid are then obtained. Fig. 3.4 shows the PV power profile,
wind power profile, residential load profile, and ESNG operation profile of 1 week
in January of the year. As depicted, the residential load profile and PV profile
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show their daily patterns with peaks at almost same hour for every day. However,
ESNG profile does not simply show its pattern like residential load profile and PV
profile. At same hour for different days, ESNG can be at its peak for charging,

































































Figure 3.4: Power profiles of components in residential micro-grid in first week of
January (a) PV power profile (b) Wind power profile (c) Residential load profile
and (d) ESNG profile
Specifications of components in the residential micro-grid are shown in Table.
3.2. The unit for charge or discharge rate of EnSD is denoted as C or C-rated,
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which is equal to the capacity of the EnSD in 1 hour. Because power rating of






ESNG 1,950kWh Max charge
rate
SOC range Efficiency
- Battery Pack 1 1,200kWh 0.1C 0.2-0.95 0.91
(eg. lead-acid)
- Battery Pack 2 600kWh 0.2C 0.3-0.8 0.94
(eg. Li-ion)
- Ultra-capacitor 80kWh 135C 0.1-1 0.87
Table 3.2: Specification of components in residential micro-grid
3.4.2 Objectives of Energy Manager
Based on collected power profile of ESNG, daily and hourly transition probability
matrices in 2-level time-cascade Markov chains of predictive model are derived
according to Eq. (3.9) and (3.10). The range of daily energy is -1,000kWh to
1,000kWh, and that of hourly power is -150kW to 150kW. Fig. 3.5(a) and (b)
show the daily transition probability and a typical hourly transition probability



















































Figure 3.5: (a) Daily transition probability and (b) Hourly transition probability
for Pday = −1, 000 kW of ESNG stochastic dynamic process
is 50kWh, and that for hourly power matrix is 1kW. As shown, daily energy
transition tends to target the opposite daily energy in order to compensate the
ESNG, whereas hourly power transition in the given day tends to target the similar
power.
Objectives of energy management are chosen as:
1. to improve energy efficiency of ESNG,
2. to ensure that there is no violation of constraints of EnSDs,
3. to prepare in advance power and energy of EnSDs in ESNG for future de-
mands,
4. to balance workloads between 2 Battery Packs in ESNG.
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• P losspi is power loss for the given policy pi. When power loss decreases, energy
efficiency increases - as desired in objective (1). The main components in
power loss are due to power conversion and internal resistance of EnSD.
The other component is due to self discharge of EnSD. This component is
negligible when future window size is small. The power loss of an EnSD is
calculated based on given power pEnSD and its round-trip efficiency ξ as:
ploss = pEnSD(1− ξ) (3.17)
• P devpi is cost for power deviation between possible predicted states and chosen
policy pi. This term acts as a reserve for uncertainty in future demands as
stated in objective (3), and calculated as:




Pr(pENSG = pl)pl (3.19)
• P bdifpi is cost for improper energy distribution amongst Battery Packs. When
this term is reduced to 0, workloads between 2 Battery Packs are balanced,
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as desired in objective (4). This term is calculated as:




0 if ∆SOC1∆SOC2 ≥ 0
E1|∆SOC1|+ E2|∆SOC2| if ∆SOC1∆SOC2 < 0
(3.21)
where:
– SOC1 and SOC2 are states-of-charge of Battery Pack 1 and Battery
Pack 2 respectively,
– ∆SOC1 and ∆SOC2 are changes in states-of-charge of Battery Pack 1
and Battery Pack 2 respectively,
– E1 and E2 are energy capacities of Battery Pack 1 and Battery Pack 2
respectively,
– E can be chosen as either E1 or E2 or average of the two so that p
bdif
has the same unit as other terms.
• αloss, αdev and αbdif are weight factors. Weight αloss is set at 1 as base.
Weight αdev is selected based on prediction accuracy. αdev should be small
when prediction is accurate. Weight αbdif is selected based on desired fairness
of workloads between Battery Packs. αbdif should be large when SOC of
Battery Packs have to strictly follow each other.
In cost function, discount factor or forgetting factor γ (0 < γ < 1) is used to
reduce the impact of the cost which is further in the future window. The reason
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is because the data which is further in future window has more uncertainty and
thus, should be less important. The discounting effect or forgetting mechanism is





where Jpij is cost function at time step j
th for given policy pi, and N is length
of future window.
For objective (2), the following constraints are checked during optimization to
be not violated:
• Power reserve:
P reservepi ≥ Prmin (3.23)
• State-of-Charge:






The parameters for energy management are listed in Table. 3.3.
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Parameter Notation Value Unit
Weight for power loss αloss 1
Weight for power reserve αdev 1.2
Weight for workload balance αbdif 0.1
between Battery Packs
Future window size N 2 hour
Minimum power reserve Prmin 10 kW
Discount factor γ 0.9
Table 3.3: Parameters for energy management
3.4.3 Verification
Simulation for operation of the residential micro-grid together with ESNG is per-
formed in MATLAB. The Energy Manger of ESNG generates optimal policy of
power reference or SOC trajectories for EnSDs in ESNG. The Battery Packs and
other slow dynamic EnSDs then follow exactly these optimal trajectories. On the
other side, ultra-capacitor or other fast dynamic EnSDs are let to be float to pro-
vide quick responses against variations due to dynamics of demands, and against
errors due to prediction inaccuracy.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation result for energy management of EnSDs in ESNG for run-
time of 48 hours using the proposed time-cascade Markov chains and SDP
Fig. 3.6(a)(b)(c) and (d) show the optimal scheduled SOC trajectories and
actual running SOC trajectories of the EnSDs for the runtime of 48 hours using
the proposed time-cascade Markov chains and SDP. Since ESNG has to discharge
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for the first 24 hours, SOC of Battery Packs decrease gradually within their limits
of discharge rates, whereas SOC of ultra-capacitor varies with no over-charge and
no over-discharge. For the next 24 hours, at hour 32th, ESNG discharges almost
all its available energy and there is still no over-discharge of Battery Packs and
ultra-capacitor. Afterwards, power comes from external sources to charge ESNG.
During charging, under energy management, there is no over-charge and no over-
discharge of ultra-capacitor, and no over rate-of-charge of Battery Packs. There is
also no failure of supply for demand as EAI= 100%. In addition, energy loss over
the runtime is minimized as E loss =
∑
P loss =236.2kWh. The energy efficiency is
ξe = 0.8892. With the same parameters but power loss is neglected in cost function
(αloss = 0), the energy loss is E
loss=285.1kWh resulting in energy efficiency of
ξe = 0.8663.
Fig. 3.6(e) shows the scheduled operation profile and actual running operation
profile of ESNG. As shown in Fig. 3.6(f), difference between the 2 profiles are
mostly within ±10kW. However at hour 14th, the difference goes up to 16kW.
Although there exists this scheduling inaccuracy, because of the margin provided
by power reserve, constraints of EnSDs are still not violated. The result is proper
operation of EnSDs in ESNG with proper rate-of-charge and rate-of-discharge, and
no over-charge as well as no over-discharge.
At hour 14th, the reason of scheduling inaccuracy is because in stochastic model,
there are 2 possible states for coming hour, which are -91kW at probability of 0.5,
and -65kW at probability of 0.5. The average estimated power that is considered
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in cost of power deviation is then:
pˆ = −91× 0.5 + (−65)× 0.5 = −78 (kW) (3.26)
The scheduled power is then calculated as -81.72kW while actual coming power
is -65.4kW.
At hour 14th, power loss, cost for power deviation and cost for workload differ-
ence of Battery Packs for 1 time step ahead are shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Power loss, cost for power deviation, and cost for workload difference
of Battery Packs for 1 time step ahead calculated at hour 14th
At hour 14th, total cost function achieves its minimum at SOC of Battery Pack
1, Battery Pack 2 and Ultra-Cap as (0.6, 0.6, 0.35). Fig. 3.8 shows the total
cost for 2 time steps ahead, where total cost function in 2nd step has been already
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Figure 3.8: Total cost for ESNG for 2 time steps ahead calculated at hour 14th
The Energy Manager in this 48-hour runtime has scheduled ESNG operation
such that constraints of EnSDs are not violated, EnSDs are prepared in advance
for coming power and energy demands, and overall energy efficiency of ESNG is
improved.
3.4.4 Comparison and Discussion
To further validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach using time-cascade
Markov chains and SDP, its performance is compared with those using Neural Net-
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work Ensemble Multi-objective Optimization (NNE-MO) approach [3] and Auto
Regressive Integrated Moving-Average Multi-objective Optimization (ARIMA-MO)
approach [4] as in the state-of-the-art EMSs.
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Figure 3.9: Simulation result for energy management of EnSDs in ESNG for run-
time of 48 hours using the NNE-MO [3]
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Fig. 3.9(a)(b)(c) and (d) show the optimal scheduled SOC trajectories and
actual running SOC trajectories of the EnSDs for the runtime of 48 hours using
the NNE-MO approach [3]. During the discharge of ESNG in first 24 hours, al-
though SOC of Battery Packs decrease gradually within their limits of discharge
rates and have no over-charge and no over-discharge, SOC of ultra-capacitor suf-
fers over-discharge. For the next 24 hours, during charging, although there is no
over rate-of-charge of Battery Packs, the ultra-capacitor is fully charged several
times and unable to receive more power. This then results in a poorer supply for
demand as EAI= 81.61%. The energy efficiency obtained is ξe = 0.8758, which is
slightly lower than ξe = 0.8892 by using the proposed time-cascade Markov chains
and SDP. The reason for poorer EAI is that the power error, as shown in Fig.
3.9(f) is considerable, as ±120kW. The cause of this scheduling inaccuracy is that
there is only one profile considered by the predictive model and no margin pro-
vided by power reserve. Besides, using the NNE-MO approach also suffers more
computational burden as its average computational time is about 1.6 times of that
using the proposed SDP.
For predictive model, compared with simple artificial neural network, the neural
network ensemble (NNE) has the advantages of improved accuracy and alleviating
the problem of model selection, and the disadvantages of increased computational
effort and increased difficulty in model interpretation. The NNE also has the other
disadvantages of neural networks. For example, it has large computational variance
due to local minima. In addition, it is difficult to determine the optimal network
topology. The proposed NNE algorithm in [3] does not provide any guidelines for
the specifications of the neural networks, for example, the number of perceptrons
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in hidden layer of multi-layer perceptron neural network. Therefore, to obtain an
acceptable accuracy, it may have to increase the number of neural networks in the
ensemble and increase the training data. These result in increased model complex-
ity and increased computational effort. Therefore, the neural network training may
require exponentially-increased training time to generate or update the predictive
model, which is highly inefficient in practical implementation, even using oﬄine
training. The NNE approach should be more effective when more types of data
are used. That is, besides historical operation data, meteorological information
and other types of information are used, which then requires extra infrastructure
for data acquisition, such as sensors, communication systems. Hence, the NNE
approach is more suitable for the whole micro-grid EMS at system level, not the
energy storage EMS at component level in a micro-grid system context.
For optimizer, because the predictive model is separated from the optimizer
and the optimization algorithm tries to find the complete Pareto frontier with
continuous state variables, the computational effort in multi-objective optimization
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Figure 3.10: Simulation result for energy management of EnSDs in ESNG for
runtime of 48 hours using the ARIMA [4] and MO
Fig. 3.10(a)(b)(c) and (d) show the optimal scheduled SOC trajectories and
actual running SOC trajectories of the EnSDs for the runtime of 48 hours using
the ARIMA [4] and MO approach. During the discharge of ESNG in first 24 hours,
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although SOC of Battery Packs decrease gradually within their limits of discharge
rates and have no over-charge and no over-discharge, SOC of ultra-capacitor suffers
over-discharge. For the next 24 hours, during charging, although there is no over
rate-of-charge of Battery Packs, the ultra-capacitor is fully charged several times
and unable to receive more power. This then results in a poor supply for demand
as EAI= 78.28%. The energy efficiency obtained is ξe = 0.8583, which is lower
than ξe = 0.8892 by using the proposed time-cascade Markov chains and SDP.
The reason for the poor EAI is that the power error, as shown in Fig. 3.10(f) is
also considerable, as ±120kW. Again, the cause of this scheduling inaccuracy is
that there is only one profile considered by the predictive model and no margin
provided by power reserve. Besides, using the ARIMA-MO approach also suffers
more computational burden as its average computational time is slightly larger
than that using NNE-MO and about 1.7 times of that using the proposed SDP.
For predictive model, the ARIMA [4, 91] has poorer accuracy than even the
NNE [3] approach. This ARIMA model based on time series tends to be more
suitable for price forecasting [91]. Furthermore, it should be noted that the algo-
rithm in [4] to find the optimal ARIMA model is very time-consuming. Inside that
algorithm, the ARIMA model refining step also requires considerable knowledge
of the system and may be subjective.
3.5 Energy Management for Lifetime Extension
As presented, in ESNG, battery-based EnSD has very limited cycle life compared
to other energy storage technologies like ultra-capacitor, flywheel etc. Moreover,
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cycle life of battery decreases largely when it has to operate at high Depth-of-
Discharge (DOD).
For long-time operation of ESNG, if lifetime of battery-based EnSD is not
managed and the EnSD usually has to operate at high DOD, it will age fast and
then fail. When the EnSD fails much sooner than its expected lifetime, ESNG
will suffer loss of capacity, resulting in poor performance and higher workload for
other EnSDs. On the other side, if battery-based EnSD is allowed to operate
at only low DOD, it has to be much over-sized, thus being costly. Therefore,
energy management of ESNG for extension of lifetime of battery-based EnSDs is
necessary.
In this section, a model of battery lifetime based on characteristics of cycle
life vs. DOD is proposed. The model is then used in the energy management.
Simulation is performed to verify the effectiveness of the lifetime model and the
energy management for extension of lifetime of battery-based EnSDs in ESNG.
3.5.1 Model of battery lifetime
There are battery models [92, 93] in literature for lifetime estimation. However,
these models do not focus on how lifetime of battery changes when battery has to
operate with different workloads. In Ref. [94], the authors have developed a model
of battery lifetime based on workload by using 4th-order polynomial approximation
of manufacturer’s data on characteristics of cycle life vs. DOD. However, this
model cannot be directly used in energy management to extend battery lifetime.
The reason is because inside the future window for optimization, complete full-
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cycle of charge/discharge or complete half-cycle of discharge is not made; thus, the
lifetime model in Ref. [94] is then unable to evaluate the reduction of life of the
battery for the instance.
In this research, to estimate or predict battery lifetime, Peukert Lifetime En-
ergy Throughput (PLET) model is proposed by applying Peukert’s Law for cy-
cle life and DOD of battery. In PLET model, value of Peukert Lifetime Energy
Throughput (cPLET) is calculated as:
cPLET = d
kPn (3.27)
where d is Depth-Of-Discharge (%), kP is Peukert Lifetime constant (typical in
the range of 1.1 → 1.3), and n is number of cycles. For any specific DOD, the
total PLET throughout the battery life (C lifePLET) is almost constant. Therefore,
cumulative PLET (ctPLET) represents battery life loss during usage at different





Coefficients C lifePLET and kP in PLET model are derived from curve of cycle
life vs. DOD in datasheet provided by battery manufacturer. An example for
extraction of coefficients from datasheet using curve fitting is shown in Fig. 3.11.
The curve fitting is performed with MATLAB nonlinear fitting tool. The fitting
data is obtained as C lifePLET = 102, 760, kP = 1.1486. The fitted curve has maximum
error of 1.89% compared to real data.
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Figure 3.11: Original lifetime curve from manufacturer data-sheet and fitted curve
for a battery
PLET model can be used directly to calculate equivalent cost function for
loss of life during optimization even with incomplete half cycle or incomplete full
cycle. On the other side, 4th-order polynomial approximation method [94] cannot
be directly used in optimization because it requires complete half cycle or complete
full cycle to evaluate loss of life. Moreover, PLET method has the advantage of
less coefficients (2 vs. 4) while difference in the results between the 2 methods
is 0.1%. Furthermore, in PLET method, Peukert lifetime constant kP represents
dependence of cycle-life on DOD. If kP was 1, cycle-life would be independent
of DOD. kP also can be easily formulated as a function of temperature when
temperature effect on cycle life needs to be studied.
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3.5.2 Cost function for lifetime extension









αlife is weight factor for cost of lifetime loss,








ηk is weight factor for loss of life of battery-based EnSD k
th. Weight ηk is
determined by loss of life or workload that the EnSD kth is planned to handle.
During optimization, it happens that in each time step and in the whole fu-
ture window, complete half-cycle of discharge or complete full-cycle of charge and
discharge may not be made and loss of life cannot be evaluated. To solve this


























The ESNG in the simulation is the same as in previous section and specification
is shown in Tab. 3.2. The parameters for lifetime model of 2 Battery Packs are
derived by using least-squares fitting for available data:
1. Battery Pack 1: The lifetime data is obtained from manufacturer Power-
Stride for their lead-acid battery as shown in Tab. 3.4.
Table 3.4: Lifetime data for a PowerStride lead-acid battery
DOD(%) 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Corresponding
lifetime (cycles)
2800 1800 1325 1000 830 660 520
Using MATLAB nonlinear fitting (least-squares fitting), the Peukert lifetime
constant for Battery Pack 1 (lead-acid) is then calculated as: kP1 = 1.1343
while total Peukert lifetime energy throughput is calculated as: C lifePLET,1 =
84, 319.
2. Battery Pack 2: The lifetime data is obtained from Electropaedia for lithium-
ion battery as shown in Tab. 3.5.
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Table 3.5: Lifetime data for a typical lithium-ion battery (Electropaedia)
DOD(%) 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Corresponding
lifetime (cycles)
3300 2050 1475 1150 950 780 675
Using MATLAB nonlinear fitting (least-squares fitting), the Peukert lifetime
constant for Battery Pack 2 (Lithium-ion) is then calculated as: kP2 = 1.1486
while total Peukert lifetime energy throughput is calculated as: C lifePLET,2 =
102, 760.
Objectives of lifetime extension of 2 Battery Packs are to balance their lifetime
and extend sum of their lifetime. Therefore, weight factors η1 and η2 are set at
η1 = η2 = 1. To convert normalized P
life





weight αlife is selected as 1×
E1+E2
2
at first, where E1, E2 are energy capacity of 2
Battery Packs.
Simulation result for the runtime of 2 months is then obtained in MATLAB and
shown in Table. 3.6. Under energy management, the 2 Battery Packs have similar
loss of life: LOL1 = 3.21%, LOL2 = 3.49% while the energy energy efficiency is
maximized at ξe = 0.8505. Based on the loss of life in the runtime, assuming
the same average loss of life is obtained for every other 2 months, lifetime of
Battery Packs is then estimated as L1=5.19 years and L2=4.78 years. The Energy
Performance Index under energy management is EAI= 99.95%.
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Results Notation Value Unit
Energy efficiency ξe 85.05 %
Battery Pack 1 (lead-acid):
- Loss of Life LOL1 3.21 %
- Estimated lifetime L1 5.19 years
Battery Pack 2 (Li-ion):
- Loss of Life LOL2 3.49 %
- Estimated lifetime L2 4.78 years
Energy Availability Index EAI 99.95 %
Table 3.6: Result for lifetime of Battery Packs under energy management in run-
time of 2 months with αloss = 1, αdev = 1.2, αlife = (E1 + E2)/2, η1 = η2 = 1
SOC trajectories of Battery Packs in ESNG during the runtime of 2 months
with αloss = 1, αdev = 1.2, αlife = (E1 + E2)/2, η1 = η2 = 1 are shown in
Fig. 3.12(a) and (b). As shown, SOC constraints are strictly followed. Battery
Pack 2 has SOC constraint in the range of (0.3,0.8) while Battery Pack 1 has a
wider range of (0.2,0.95). In order to balance lifetime of the 2 Battery Packs,
Energy Manager tends to select shallow cycles of around 0.5 for Battery Pack 1,
which is the similar to cycles of (0.3,0.8) of Battery Pack 2. Fig. 3.12(c) and (d)
show demand operation profile of ESNG and power that ESNG failed to supply
during the runtime. It can be seen that failures of supply occur when there are
large dynamics in demand operation profile of ESNG, that is when ESNG has to
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Figure 3.12: Operation of ESNG in runtime of 2 months with αloss = 1, αdev = 1.2,
αlife = (E1 + E2)/2, η1 = η2 = 1
In order to tune the weight factors in total cost function for power loss (αloss),
power deviation cost ((αdev) and battery lifetime cost (αlife, η1 and η2), their effect
is discussed as follows.
• Power loss: The first mechanism to reduce power loss is to reduce the power
transferred that EnSD has to charge or discharge. It is obvious that power
loss can decrease to 0 when transferred power decreases to 0. However, this
causes loss of supply to load demand. This problem is avoided because power
deviation cost is used, which ensures that total transferred power meets load
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demand.
The second mechanism to reduce power loss is avoiding unnecessary cir-
culating power amongst EnSDs inside ESNG, that is avoiding unnecessary
charge/discharge.
The third mechanism to reduce power loss is to transfer more power to EnSD
with higher energy efficiency. In the case study, because Battery Pack 2 has
highest energy efficiency, Energy Manager tends to allocate more power to
it. When weight factor for power loss (αloss) increases, while overall energy
efficiency is more improved, it should be noticed that Battery Pack 2 tends
to have to operate more.
• Power deviation cost: This cost is used to ensure that power demand is well
supplied by EnSDs inside ESNG. This cost is reduced when total power from
ESNG is closer to estimated power demand.
• Battery lifetime cost: Similar to power loss, the first and second mechanisms
to reduce battery lifetime cost are to reduce the power that each Battery Pack
has to supply, and to avoid unnecessary circulating power. For a specific
Battery Pack, reduction of loss of life also means reduction of workload
because either Depth-of-Discharge or number of cycles of the Battery Pack,
or both of them have to be reduced. For example, in the case study, when αlife
and η2 are increased such that lifetime of Battery Pack 2 increases, it should
be noticed that Battery Pack 2 will tend to operate less. The requirement of
workload reduction for Battery Pack, on one side, is related to improvement
of energy efficiency due to avoidance of unnecessary circulating power inside
ESNG. However, on the other side, the Battery Pack may become too lazy
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and thus, causing loss of supply to load demand.
For illustration, power loss, cost of power deviation and cost of battery lifetime
for 1 time step ahead at hour 300th are shown in Fig. 3.13. The total cost function
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Figure 3.13: Power loss, cost for power deviation and cost for battery lifetime for
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Figure 3.14: Total cost for ESNG and its global optimum for 1 time step ahead
calculated at hour 300th
To evaluate the impact of different weight factors for the given case study,
several simulation results are derived and shown in Table. 3.7.
• Case A is with initial selection of αloss = 1, αdev = 1.2 and initial estimation
of αlife = (E1 + E2)/2, η1 = η2 = 1.
• Case B is with battery lifetime cost disabled: αloss = 1, , αdev = 1.2, αlife = 0,
η1 = η2 = 0.
• Case C is with power loss disabled: αloss = 0, αlife = (E1+E2)/2, η1 = η2 = 1.
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• Case D is with both power loss and battery lifetime cost disabled: αloss = 0,
αdev = 1.2, αlife = 0, η1 = η2 = 0.
• Case E is with power loss disabled and battery lifetime cost emphasized:
αloss = 0, αdev = 1.2, αlife = 100(E1 + E2)/2, η1 = η2 = 1.
• Case F is with power loss enabled and battery lifetime cost emphasized:
αloss = 1, αdev = 1.2, αlife = 100(E1 + E2)/2, η1 = η2 = 1.
• Case G is with power loss enabled, and lifetime cost of Battery Pack 2
emphasized: αloss = 1, αdev = 1.2, αlife = 100(E1 + E2)/2, η1 = 1, η2 = 4.
Case
Parameters Results
αloss αlife η1 η2 ξe(%) L1 L2 EAI(%)
A 1 E1+E2
2
1 1 85.05 5.19 years 4.78 years 99.95
B 1 0 0 0 85.12 5.18 years 4.82 years 99.97
C 0 E1+E2
2
1 1 75.62 3.84 years 2.66 years 93.35
D 0 0 0 0 74.14 3.62 years 2.42 years 92.43
E 0 100E1+E2
2
1 1 83.40 4.98 years 5.72 years 98.19
F 1 100E1+E2
2
1 1 85.52 4.78 years 7.15 years 99.79
G 1 100E1+E2
2
1 4 85.50 4.72 years 7.34 years 99.71
Table 3.7: Simulation results for different weight factors in cost function of energy
management for lifetime extension in the runtime of 2 months
Sorted in descending order of EAI, it can be seen that EAI is better when
power loss dominates in total cost function, as in the sequence B-A-F-G. When
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power loss is disabled, EAI is better for larger portion of battery lifetime cost in
the total cost function, as in the sequence E-C-D.
Sorted in descending order of energy efficiency, it can be seen that energy
efficiency is highest when both power loss and battery lifetime cost dominate in
the total cost function, as in cases F and G. However, when lifetime cost for Battery
Pack 2 is emphasized as in case G, energy efficiency is lower compared to in case
F when lifetime cost for 2 Battery Packs balances.
Sorted in descending order of lifetime of Battery Pack 2 (Li-ion), it can be seen
that lifetime of Battery Pack 2 is highest when its lifetime cost is emphasized,
as in cases G and F. When poss loss is disabled as in cases E, C and D, energy
efficiency becomes poor. This reduction of energy efficiency has impact on lifetime
of Battery Packs, as can be seen by comparing cases F vs. E, and A vs. C.
SOC trajectories of Battery Packs in ESNG during the runtime of 2 months
with αloss = 1, αdev = 1.2, αlife = 100(E1 + E2)/2, η1 = 1, η2 = 4 (case G) with
emphasis on improvement of lifetime of Battery Pack 2 (Li-ion) are shown in Fig.
3.15. As shown, in order to extend lifetime of Battery Pack 2, Energy Manager
tends to select deep cycles with high Depth-of-Discharge for Battery Pack 1, and
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Figure 3.15: Operation of ESNG in runtime of 2 months with αloss = 1, αdev = 1.2,
αlife = 100(E1 + E2)/2, η1 = 1, η2 = 4 (case G)
Through simulation results of the case study in runtime of 2 months, it is shown
that the Energy Manager can extend lifetime of Battery Packs from estimated
3.62 years and 2.42 years (Case D) to estimated 4.98 years and 5.72 years (Case
E) to improve overall lifetime of ESNG, or to estimated 4.72 years and 7.34 years
to maximize lifetime of Battery Pack 2 (Li-ion). In addition, energy efficiency
of ESNG under energy management can be improved from 74.14% (Case D) to
85.52% (Case F). Energy Availability Index can be improved from 92.43% to more
than 99% as in cases F, G, B and A. The Energy Manager, therefore, is necessary
for high-performance operation of ESNG and extension of lifetime of battery-based
EnSDs in ESNG.
3.6 Summary
Energy management for energy storage DC nano-grid has been studied in this
chapter. Because energy storage devices have special behaviors of State-of-Charge
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and bidirectional power flow, the energy management has scheduled their opera-
tions such that their constraints are complied, and they are prepared in advance
in terms of power and energy for coming demands. In addition, due to impacts
of other components in power network that energy storage nano-grid connects, its
operation profile has complex time pattern. A predictive model of time-cascade
Markov chains has been proposed to capture this pattern. Furthermore, a model
of battery lifetime that is based on Peukert lifetime energy throughput and can
be used directly in optimization, has been proposed. By simulation verification,
the Energy Manager has proved to effectively improve overall energy efficiency of
the energy storage nano-grid and extend lifetime of battery-based energy storage
devices in the energy storage nano-grid.
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Chapter 4
Dynamic Power Management of
Energy Storage DC Nano-Grid
for Wind Power Plant
4.1 Introduction
As a renewable energy source, wind energy has been encouraged to increase its
penetration into power system. The installed capacity of wind power has been
increasing drastically in recent years, as shown in Fig. 4.1. However, wind energy
has a major drawback of variable and uncertain power output [95] that has negative
impact [9] on operation of the whole power system at its high penetration rate.
Fig. 4.2 shows the impact of net load on power system when use of wind energy
increases. The net load is sum of normal load and wind power generation as
negative load. As shown, due to variations in wind power output, ramp rate
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of net load increases, from 4,052 MW per hour to 4,560 MW per hour for the
investigated data. In addition, the conventional generators in the power system
also has to deal with increased uncertainty in net load due to the uncertainty of
wind power. Moreover, ramp range of net load also increases, from 19.3 GW per
day to 26.2 GW per day in the investigated two-week period. These lead to the
requirements of higher transmission capacity and additional spinning reserve to
deal with variability and uncertainty introduced by wind energy.
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Figure 4.2: Negative impact of net load from increased use of wind energy (Source:
NREL [9])
Short-term power variability of wind energy also has negative impact on power
quality and stability of the local power network. Although with large amounts of
wind power plants, the aggregated wind power has less minute-scale variations [9],
the wind power plants are still required to:
• ride-through low-voltage conditions (LVRT) to ensure short-duration stabil-
ity of local power network,
• provide frequency regulation to grid to ensure power quality of local power
network.
To alleviate the above problems and meet the requirements, energy storage is
needed for integration of wind power plants into power system [29, 32, 33, 96–98].
Energy storage helps:
• Mitigate short-term power variability of wind energy:
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- Power quality: Because wind power output has variations in time scale of
seconds, if the wind power plant has to provide frequency regulation, these
power variations have to be suppressed internally via mechanical systems or
braking resistors, which respectively increases mechanical stresses and wastes
a considerable amount of harvested wind energy. With energy storage, power
mismatches between generated wind power and frequency-regulating output
power are easily compensated, and the harvested energy is not wasted.
- Short-duration stability: Energy storage provides power and energy reserve
for wind power plant to operate during grid disturbances so that it can ride
through the low-voltage condition (LVRT), thus enhancing stability of local
power network.
- Reliability: Energy storage provides power and energy reserve for wind
power plant to operate with N-1 turbines in case one wind turbine fails.
• Mitigate wind power curtailment due to lack of transmission capacity.
• Provide additional functionality such as spinning reserve, peak-shaving, load-
shifting etc.
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Table 4.1: Requirements of energy storage for wind energy integration
Primary control Spinning reserve Mitigation of short-term vari-
ability
Power rating 1-50 MW 2-200 MW 2-200 MW (20% of wind plant
rated capacity)
Discharge time 15-30 minutes 15 min-2 hours 5-12 hours
Duty cycle Continuous Daily Depends on wind profile and
operational strategy
Response time <15 seconds <5 minutes 20ms to minutes
Table. 4.1 shows the top requirements of energy storage [32] for wind energy
integration from primary control up to mitigation of short-term variability of wind
energy. To meet high power and energy demand needed for wind power plant,
large-scale energy storage technologies such as pumped hydro and compressed
air are usually selected. However, as aforementioned, they are limited due to
geographic conditions. Therefore, energy storage DC nano-grid (ESNG) is used as
the energy storage solution for integration of wind power plant into power system
1.
ESNG incorporates energy storage technologies of normal batteries, flow batter-
ies, flywheel, ultra-capacitor etc. with a certain number of storage units to meet the
high power demand from wind plant. The structure of ESNG is shown in Fig. 4.3.
It has p units of A-type storage, q units of B-type storage, r units of C-type stor-
1For mitigation of long-term variability of wind energy with power rating up to 2 GW and
discharge time of several days, pumped hydro and compressed air energy storages are the only
available solution. However, they are not required to be close to wind power plants and thus,
geographic constraints can be satisfied.
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age etc. that interface to internal common DC bus via power-conditioning-units
(PCUs). If internal DC bus is different from common bus of wind power plant
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Figure 4.3: Structure of high-power energy storage DC nano-grid for wind power
plant
In this chapter, configurations of wind power plant and location of the ESNG
that supports operation of wind power plant are discussed. Because there are large
number of energy storage devices in ESNG and they have certain independency,
a management and control system is needed to operate the ESNG. Because wind
power has power variations in time scale of seconds, a short-term power man-
ager inside the management and control system is necessary in order to internally
allocate dynamic power to energy storage devices inside ESNG such that:
• constraints (State-of-Charge, Rate-of-Charge, dynamic constraints) of en-
ergy storage devices are complied,
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• controllability of power output of wind power plant augmented with ESNG
at Point-of-Common-Coupling (PCC) is improved,
• short-term energy efficiency of the ESNG is increased.
Such short-term power manager is proposed as a Dynamic Power Manager. Design
of the Dynamic Power Manager and simulation results for its effective operation
are then presented in the chapter.
4.2 Augmentation and location of energy storage
DC nano-grid for wind power plant
4.2.1 Configurations of wind power plant
The trend of harvesting wind energy today and in the future is use of large wind
power plants, or wind farms, that consist of several or a large number of wind
turbines and with power capacity of hundreds of megawatts [95]. These wind power
plants are connected directly to the transmission grid, and therefore, required to
be able to:
• perform frequency and voltage control,
• regulate active and reactive power,
• perform other functions as an active controllable component in the power
system.
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Traditional control techniques for wind turbines, such as pitching of the blades,
using dumping devices, or disconnecting the wind turbines have very limited con-
trollability and cannot ensure stability of power system as required. To further
enhance controllability of the wind power plants, power electronic technology and
energy storage technologies are the solutions that have been attracting significant
research activities. For the use of power electronic technology in the large wind
power plant, with different types of power electronic converters, there are various





















































































































WG = Wind generator
Figure 4.4: Basic layouts of wind power plant with power electronic converters
For internal collection of wind power inside the wind power plant, the common
bus is either AC or DC. Type I configuration of wind power plant, as shown in
Fig. 4.4, with internal AC bus and AC transmission, is the most commonly used
for both onshore and offshore wind farms.
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Type II configuration of wind power plant uses an internal DC bus and AC
transmission. This configuration has been reported in [99]. However, the type II
configuration is considered as rarely used, and only for onshore wind power plants
[95, 100].
In type III configuration of wind power plant, e.g. in [101], all wind turbines
are directly connected to internal AC bus. In this configuration, internal behavior
of the wind power plant and grid behavior are decoupled. However, inside the wind
power plant, all wind turbines have to rotate at the same average angular speed.
Each wind turbine, therefore, cannot operate at its optimal speed. The reduction
of controllability in type III configuration also may cause stability problems during
grid faults.
Type IV configuration of wind plant uses pure DC technology, with internal
DC bus and DC transmission. The main disadvantage of this configuration is high
cost for equipments for direct transformation of DC voltage. This configuration
has been studied in [102], [103] and [104]. It has a main advantage of consider-
ably lower weight of DC-DC converter with medium frequency transformer than
DC-AC converter with use of heavy and bulky traditional equivalent 50Hz trans-
former. This advantage is of importance for offshore wind power plants. The type
IV configuration can use series-connection to obtain higher DC voltage of wind
turbines [102]. The type IV configuration can also be extended to not only single
DC-DC step-up of turbine but multiple step-ups and cluster step-up [103].
For transmission line, AC transmission is more cost effective for short distances.
Its high losses are dielectric losses that are proportional to cable length and voltage.
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DC transmission is more economical for distances of 60km and above 2 [100, 105].
The main disadvantage of DC transmission is expensive component costs.
4.2.2 Augmentation and location of energy storage DC
nano-grid for wind power plant
As aforementioned, to extend controllability of wind power plant such that it
becomes an active controllable component in power system, and it can ensure
stability, provide frequency and voltage regulation to grid, be dispatchable etc.,
energy storage technologies together with power electronic technology are proposed
to be potential solutions. However, for large wind power plants or large wind
farms, large wind parks, previous review shows that only use of power electronic
converters has been studied recently with different configurations of wind turbines,
wind power plants and transmission line. The need of energy storage for higher
penetration of wind energy into power grid has been reported but how to achieve
medium and large scale energy storage, except pumped hydro and compressed air,
for wind energy applications and how energy storage supports wind power plant
are still under research3. Integration of energy storage to the wind power plant
and augmentation of energy storage for operation of wind power plant, therefore,
are investigated herein.
First, to support operation of wind power plant, energy storage should not
be distributed inside the plant and support each individual wind turbine. The
reason is variations of output power of wind turbines compensate one another
2Distance of more than 300km is more favored
3The use of pumped hydro and compressed air energy storage for increased use of wind energy
is, of course, necessary and exploited whenever they are available, for example, study in [106]
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[32], resulting in less fluctuation of total output power. Therefore, it requires less
energy storage resources to regulate total output power of wind turbines than
regulate each and every individual wind turbine.
Second, energy storage should be connected to internal common bus of wind
power plant rather than to transmission line. It is because energy storage can
improve controllability and internal stability of wind power plant when it is con-
nected directly to the internal common bus. When energy storage is connected to
transmission line, it improves the decoupling between wind power plant and trans-
mission grid, but then has limited support to internal operation of the wind power
plant. Nonetheless, large-scale energy storage technologies of pumped hydro and
compressed air are still encouraged to directly connect to transmission line or grid
if geographic constraints do not allow them to be close to the wind power plant.
Similar, other system that supports grid connection of wind power plant such as
reactive power compensator also prefers location close to grid.
For energy storage DC nano-grid (ESNG) as the energy storage solution aug-
menting wind power plant, it can be connected to wind power plant with two types
of common bus as follows.
• For wind power plant with common AC bus : The ESNG is connected to
the internal common AC bus via a DC/AC converter. One example of this
structure is shown in Fig. 4.5(a).
• For wind power plant with common DC bus : The ESNG is directly con-
nected to the internal common DC bus of wind power plant, as depicted in
Fig. 4.5(b). As aforementioned, use of DC bus has the advantage of lower
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weight because heavy and bulky 50Hz transformer is replaced by medium or
high frequency DC transformer. This advantage is of importance for appli-
cations like offshore wind farm. The augmentation of ESNG to DC bus then





















































Figure 4.5: Location of ESNG in wind power plant (a) Configuration with internal
AC bus (b) Configuration with internal DC bus
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4.3 Short-term power variation of wind energy
4.3.1 Power extraction from wind












ρAv3 is power in the wind,
ρ is air density (kg/m3),
A is swept area of the turbine rotor (m2),




(1 + λ)(1− λ2) is power coefficient,
λ = vd
vu
is ratio between upwind speed vu and downwind speed vd.
The power coefficient is maximum at 59.3 % when downwind speed is 1/3 of
upwind speed (λ = 1
3
).
In actual operation, power coefficient of wind turbine is derived from blade
element theory as a function of tip speed ratio (TSR) β and pitch angle of rotor






Blade tip speed is:
vtip = ωR (4.3)
where R is rotor blade radius, ω is mechanical angular velocity of turbine.
The power coefficient is numerically approximated as [108]:




4.3.2 Origins of short-term variations of wind power
The first origin of short-term power variation of wind energy is effect of tower
shadow. Shadow of tower is the region around the tower of a wind turbine where
the air stream is disturbed, causing high turbulence behind the tower. The down
wind, therefore, will be severely affected at this region. Every time the blade passes
this region, power decreases. This results in power variations at twice of rotational
frequency (i.e. 2p or 2 per revolution) for 2-blade wind turbine, or three times of
rotational frequency (i.e. 3p or 3 per revolution) for 3-blade wind turbine.
The second origin of short-term power variation is wind shear, in which wind
speed during upper part of the rotation is higher than during lower part of rotation,
and also resulting in 2p or 3p power variations.
The third origin of short-term power variation is wind turbulence, which is
stochastic variations of wind. The turbulence is characterized by even frequency
distribution [109].
Short-term power variations of wind power, when converted to electricity, be-
come disturbances, such as flickers in AC line. In fixed speed wind turbines, these
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power variations are transmitted almost directly into electrical grid. In variable
speed wind turbines, power control and speed control help absorb these variations
and resulting power output appears much smoother. Nonetheless, power variations
at time scales of seconds and minutes still exist and require support from energy
storage to achieve higher power quality and better use of available wind energy.
4.4 Dynamic Power Management in energy stor-
age DC nano-grid for wind power plant
4.4.1 Introduction
Without using energy storage, conventional frequency control methods such as
power balance control and power delta control with ramp rate limitation for sec-
ondary control, and adjustable droop and dead-band for primary control [110],
have to give up a considerable amount of wind power generation. Moreover, con-
trol mechanisms such as pitch control, speed control have to keep regulating to
adapt with wind variations such that captured wind energy tracks the targeted
power output. On the other side, braking mechanisms such as mechanical brake,
electrical brake via braking resistors have to dissipate the unused wind energy to
balance the power within the wind power plant.
With energy storage, all available wind energy is captured during varying wind
conditions. The unused energy that has to be dissipated is also minimized. How-
ever, because energy storage has to provide the balance between captured wind
power and regulated power output, it also has to deal with short-term power vari-
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ations of wind energy. Time constants of short-term power variations of wind
energy typically are in time scale of seconds. For example, for a 25 rpm wind
turbine, the 2p variation has time constant of 1.2 second.
For pulsating power variations in time scale of mili-seconds (ms), use of DC-link
capacitor effectively smooths out them. Long-term power variations are dealt by
grid operator via scheduling of 15-minute or 1-hour time intervals. However, there
is a lack of control mechanism for energy storage to deal with short-term power
variations of wind energy. Therefore, a Dynamic Power Manager is proposed for
energy storage DC nano-grid augmenting wind power plant to deal with these
short-term power variations.
4.4.2 Construction of Dynamic Power Manager
As introduced, Dynamic Power Manager (DPM) has to manage the energy storage
DC nano-grid (ESNG) to deliver power compensation which is the power difference
between captured wind power and high-quality power output at PCC of wind
power plant. The DPM then has to internally allocate dynamic power to energy
storage devices inside ESNG ensuring that their constraints are complied while
demanded power is met. Furthermore, using real-time optimization, DPM can
improve short-term energy efficiency of the ESNG is improved. Time scale of
DPM is in seconds.
Inputs of Dynamic Power Manager are:
• All characteristics of energy storage devices inside ESNG. They include
State-Of-Charges, limits of rate-of-charge and rate-of-discharge, power dy-
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namics and DOD limits of the energy storage devices.
• Energy policy from grid operator or grid scheduler. The policy is updated
in time scale of 15 minutes and above.
• Information of predicted coming wind power from wind power predictor.
• Energy scheme from energy manager, if available.
Output of Dynamic Power Manager is power scheme consisting of dynamic
power allocated to energy storage devices. An optimizer is used to decide how
to allocate dynamic power to energy storage devices in order to improve overall
energy efficiency of ESNG while providing fast power compensation and complying
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Figure 4.6: Diagram of Dynamic Power Manager
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The constrained optimization problem in Dynamic Power Manager is to allo-
cate dynamic power {pk} to energy storage devices using predicted wind power
information to:
• provide power compensation to wind power plant,
• improve energy efficiency of ESNG,
• comply with the constraints of energy storage devices.





where ploss,k is power loss over energy storage device k and a function of dynamic
power pk allocated to energy storage device k seen from internal common DC bus
of ESNG.





Using information from wind predictor, total power from wind turbines is esti-
mated as pΣWT. The output power at PCC of wind power plant is scheduled and
regulated at PPCC. The estimated power deviation is then:
pλ = PPCC − (pΣWT + pESNG) (4.7)
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|pλ| ≤ ∆P (4.9)
where ∆P is limit of power deviation.
• Limits of Rate-of-Charge and Rate-of-Discharge:
|pS,k| ≤ UBRoC,k for pS,k < 0 (4.10)
pS,k ≤ UBRoD,k for pS,k > 0 (4.11)
where pS,k is power delivered to terminal of energy storage device k,
pS,k = pk + ploss,k (4.12)
Herein, ploss,k is mainly due to conversion efficiency. If ξk is conversion ef-
ficiency of Power Conditioning Unit of energy storage kth, then power loss




(1− ξk)pS,k for discharge pk > 0




LBDoD,k ≤ DoDk ≤ UBDoD,k (4.14)






fk(p˙S,k) ≤ 0 (4.16)
fk(p˙S,k) is function describing dynamic constraint of k
th energy storage device
where p˙S,k = dpS,k/dt;
• Time constraint:
tcomp ≤ T (4.17)
tcomp and T are computing time and allowed time for computation. As
computing time is limited in seconds, local optimum or quasi optimum as
































Figure 4.7: Power relation over conversion
If limit of estimated power deviation ∆P is set to 0, then constraint pλ = 0
means that wind prediction error is directly transmitted to scheme of dynamic
power. If ∆P is too large, there are significantly both wind prediction error and
deviation error in the output power scheme.
4.4.3 Solving real-time optimization problem in Dynamic
Power Manager
The major difficulties in solving real-time optimization problem in Dynamic Power
Manager are:
• existence of prediction inaccuracy of captured wind power,
• dynamic constraints of energy storage devices that involve derivative of
power,
• capacity constraints (Depth-of-Discharges) that involve integral of power,
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• possible large number of energy storage devices,
• limited and short computational time.
Several optimization algorithms are investigated to solve the stated real-time
optimization problem.
Gradient search method
Gradient method [111], as a directed enumeration or search procedure, has a strong
advantage of maintaining feasible solution at all times. Applying gradient search
method to studied optimization problem is as follows.
For first-order gradient search, by neglecting second-order and higher terms in













pk for discharge pk > 0










for discharge pk > 0
−(1− ξk) for charge pk < 0
(4.20)
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pk = const (4.21)
then: ∑
k
∆pk = 0 (4.22)
where ∆pk is power perturbed for energy storage device k.












The gradient search will find k = k∗ that has maximum absolute value of ∂pL
∂pk
.
pk∗ then is adjusted by ∆pk∗ while px is adjusted by ∆px, where ∆px = −∆pk∗ as
in Eq. (4.23) with pk = 0 for k 6= k
∗, k 6= x. The flow chart of gradient search
method is depicted in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Flow chart of gradient search method
Gradient search method has major drawbacks of dependency on initial state
and no insurance of global optimum. Although the method is straight forward and
simple, it requires a large number of iterations for convergence. In addition, it has
computational problems with constraints.
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Lagrangian relaxation (λ-iteration) method
In Lagrangian relaxation method, assuming power deviation limit ∆P is 0, we use
a Lagrange function with an undetermined multiplier λ:
L = pL + λ
(∑
k




pESNG + pΣWT − PPCC =
∑
k
pk + pΣWT − PPCC = 0 (4.26)






+ λ = 0 (4.27)
Description of ∂pL
∂pk
is shown in Eq. (4.20) as a function of conversion efficiency
ξk(pk).
If there are no constraints, solution {pk} can be easily obtained by solving
Eq. (4.26) and (4.27). When constraints exist, optimal λ then will searched by
λ-iteration method as depicted in Fig. 4.9. Update or projection of λ is usually
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Figure 4.9: Flow chart of λ-iteration method
Other methods
Besides conventional gradient search method and Lagrange relaxation method,
there are many other algorithms that can be used to solve the optimization problem
in Dynamic Power Manager.
Direct Search Method (DSM) [113] has the advantages of handling several in-
equality constraints without introducing multipliers, and no requirement of deriva-
tives. Linear Programming (LP) [114] has similar performance compared with
gradient search method. Mix Integer Programming (MIP) is the optimization al-
gorithm to handle the problem of combination of components inside the system.
Dynamic Programming (DP) has a special strength of solving problems backward
based on Bellman’s optimality principle.
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are meta-heuristic methods based on mecha-
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nisms of evolution such as natural selection and biological phenomenon. They
include Genetic Algorithms (GA) [115], Evolutionary Programming (EP) [116,
117], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [118], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
[119, 120], Simulated Annealing (SA) [121] etc. Compared to conventional meth-
ods, evolutionary algorithms have the strength of not requiring gradient or higher
order information of objective function, and not being restricted by nonlinear con-
straints, or infeasible regions etc. [122]. These algorithms can efficiently solve
non-convex, non-smooth, and non-differentiable optimization problems with rela-
tively fast speed and near global optimal solution.
Proposed approach to solve real-time optimization problem in Dynamic
Power Manager
Unit-commitment-based methods require computation time of 15 minutes and
more, and thus, are not suitable to solve real-time optimization problem in Dy-
namic Power Manager, which requires computation time of less than 10 seconds.
Tab. 4.2 shows computation time of Lagrangian Relaxation Genetic Algorithm
(LRGA) on an average computer [1].
Table 4.2: Computation time of Lagrangian Relaxation Genetic Algorithm method
in unit commitment problem [1]
Number of units 10 20 40 60 80 100



























Figure 4.10: (a) Typical efficiency ξ vs. power of converter p curve (b) Relation of
power loss ploss,k and power seen from common DC bus pk (c) Relation of partial
derivative of power loss ∂ploss,k/∂pk and power seen from common DC bus pk
Because relation of power loss ploss,k and power seen from common DC bus pk
shows non-convexity and its partial derivative shows discontinuity as depicted in
Fig. 4.10, the optimization problem in Dynamic Power Manager is non-convex.
Because of the presence of p˙k and
∫
t
pk in constraints, constraints of the studied
optimization problem is nonlinear. In order to solve this non-convex nonlinear
optimization problem, therefore, an intelligent optimization algorithm should be
selected.
Because stochastic wind information is decoupled from the optimizer, and com-
putational time is limited, stochastic dynamic programming is not selected to solve
the optimization problem herein, unlike the solution for energy management in
previous chapter.
To handle possible large number of energy storage devices inside ESNG that
increases dimension and thus, complexity of the optimization problem, ”Divide-
and-Conquer” principle is applied first to soften the problem. Energy storage
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devices that have similar power performance or energy characteristics are grouped
into subsystems. The Dynamic Power Manager then first solves dynamic power
allocation problem for these subsystems, and after that, dynamic power is further
allocated to individual energy storage device in each subsystem.
The first merit of grouping is that efficiency curve becomes flat by aggregating
different number of energy storage devices inside the subsystem depending on
power demand. As illustrated in Fig. 4.11, efficiency is improved at low power
when 1 device operates instead of 2 devices. The second merit of grouping is that
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Figure 4.11: Efficiency curves when different number of devices (N) are active. To
improve efficiency at lower power, fewer devices should be operated
This grouping approach is different from decomposition method [114, 123] that
partitions the problem based on ”easy” constraints and ”complicated” constraints.
The grouping can be based on physical layout of energy storage devices because
in design and during operation, they are also often targeted to serve either power
purpose or energy purpose, which then leads to their closeness in location and
slightly difference in their performance and characteristics. The grouping is also
effective in practical cases when multiple identical energy storage units are used
together to gain higher overall power rating or energy capacity. The grouping
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can be also based on information from upper-layer energy manager, where energy
storage devices that need charging are partitioned from energy storage devices that
need discharging etc.
The grouping approach based on ”Divide and Conquer” principle and Dynamic
Programming approach based on Bellman’s optimality principle are both based on
solving subproblems. However, requirement in Dynamic Programming is that the
subproblems are dependent.
The grouping approach has reverse direction in solving optimization problem
compared with approach in unit commitment. In unit commitment problem, the
first task is to find the optimal subset. Consequently, the subproblem is to dispatch
inside the optimal subset. In proposed grouping approach, the first task is to
dispatch amongst subsets. The subproblem consequently is to find optimal number
of energy storage devices to operate and their operating points inside each subset.
Flow chart of the proposed grouping approach is depicted in Fig. 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Flow chart of the proposed group-based algorithm
To solve the economic dispatch problem amongst energy storage groups inside
energy storage DC nano-grid, an intelligent algorithm that has fast convergence
speed and insurance of global optimum should be selected. The Genetic Algorithm
(GA) is then chosen because it satisfies the requirements. Other intelligent algo-
rithms satisfying the requirements can be used also but not investigated herein.

































Figure 4.13: Flow chart of Genetic Algorithm
In Genetic Algorithm, each solution is termed as a chromosome and usually
described as a string of symbols from 0, 1. In selection step, the roulette wheel
parent selection is used to select population members for the next generation such
that in the long run, the least fit population members tend to be eliminated. In
crossover step, new chromosomes are generated from two random ’parent’ chro-
mosomes by combining the information extracted from the parents. The mutation
adds extra randomness into the population by making a random change in the
chromosome. The selection, crossover and mutation in generating new population
provide the increased population fitness after iterations as well as randomness such
that the algorithm would not be stuck at local optima.
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4.4.4 Case study
MATLAB simulation has been carried out to verify effectiveness of the proposed
approach to solve the real-time optimization problem in Dynamic Power Manager.
The investigated energy storage DC nano-grid (ESNG) is partitioned/grouped into
a high energy capacity energy storage subsystem (SS1) and a high power energy
storage subsystem (SS2). The former subsystem suffers poor power performance
while the latter subsystem suffers low energy capacity. Specification of the 2
subsystems in ESNG is presented in Table 4.3. Time step of the simulation and
computation time for Genetic Algorithm are selected as T = tcomp = 1 second.
Simulation time is 10 minutes.
Table 4.3: Specification of subsystems in investigated energy storage DC nano-grid
Parameters SS1 SS2
Capacity 600 kWh 200 kWh
Max charge rate 1C 2C
Max discharge rate 1C 2C
Dynamic limit 0.2 C/s 0.5C/s
Max DOD 70 % 80 %
Efficiency 90 % 85 %
In the simulation, the wind data with short term variations is generated based
on [109]. The predicted wind power from wind predictor is assumed to have an
prediction inaccuracy/error of 10%. Fig. 4.14 shows the wind data and predicted
wind data in 10 minutes.
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Figure 4.14: Wind power data in 10 minutes (a) Actual wind power (b) Predicted
wind power and deviation
To improve overall energy efficiency of ESNG at the subsystem level, the opti-
mizer has to:
1. allocate power to higher-efficiency subsystem when possible,
2. reduce circulating power amongst/between subsystems.
Therefore, 2 metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of the optimizer in improving
overall energy efficiency are total energy loss (during conversion), and total energy














To evaluate quality of power output of wind power plant at PCC, 2 metrics of














Fig. 4.15 shows power output of wind power plant at PCC in 10 minutes
(a) with DPM and power deviation limit is set at ∆P = 2kW, and (b) without
DPM. When there is no DPM, power reference to ESNG is calculated based on
average wind power of previous minute, and power distribution to energy storage
subsystems is divided equally 50%-50%. Table 4.4 shows the results of the 2 cases.
With DPM, power ripple at PCC is reduced from RMS 17.97% to RMS 4.50%,
which is equivalent to 75% improvement. Improvement for P-P power ripple is













































Figure 4.15: (a) Power output of wind power plant at PCC in 10 minutes with
DPM (b) Power output of wind power plant at PCC in 10 minutes without DPM
(c) Power difference between the two (a-b)
Table 4.4: Simulation result of ESNG with DPM and without DPM
Parameter With DPM Without DPM Improvement
RMS power ripple 4.50% 17.97% 75%
P-P power ripple 366.9kW 441 kW 16.8%
Energy loss 41,132.4kJ 48,544.3kJ 15.3%
Energy exchange 335,847kJ 338,684kJ 0.84%
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Fig. 4.16 shows the power delivered from ESNG and power losses over en-
ergy storage subsystem 1 (SS1) and subsystem 2 (SS2) with DPM and without
DPM. As shown, with DPM, ESNG power changes faster than without DPM to
compensate wind power variations. Because SS1 has higher efficiency, with DPM,
more workload is allocated to SS1. Consequently, SS1 power loss with DPM is
higher than that without DPM. Because SS2 has lower efficiency, with DPM, less
workload is allocated to SS2. Consequently, SS2 power loss with DPM is less than






































































Figure 4.16: Power delivered from ESNG, and power losses over energy storage
subsystem 1 (SS1) and subsystem 2 (SS2)
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Fig. 4.17 shows the charge/discharge rates of SS1 and SS2 inside the ESNG
with DPM. C-rate is used as unit of charge/discharge rate: 1C is equal to the
capacity of the energy storage in one hour. As shown, both charge/discharge rates
of SS1 and SS2 are within their limits.
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Figure 4.17: Charge/Discharge rates of SS1 and SS2
Fig. 4.18 shows the impact of different limit of power deviation ∆P on per-
formance criteria. The results show that ∆P from 0kW to 20kW gives the best
quality of power output. Increase of ∆P in the region higher than 20kW improve
energy efficiency because energy loss and energy exchange decrease, but at the cost
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Figure 4.18: Impact of power deviation ∆P on RMS power ripple, P-P power
ripple, energy loss and energy exchange
Simulation results have shown that the proposed Dynamic Power Manager is
effective to allocate dynamic power to energy storages such that constraints of
energy are complied, energy efficiency is improved, and power output of wind
power plant at PCC is controllable with improved power quality.
4.4.5 Fast grouping of energy storage devices
Fast grouping of energy storage devices are based on their physical layout, or
power and energy characteristics. It is conducted when configuration of ESNG
changes, for example, installment of new energy storage devices or replacement of
old energy storage devices.
There have existed already algorithms to fast group the energy storage devices,
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which are based on data clustering algorithms. In addition, the terms distance and
similarity in cluster analysis [124] can be applied directly for the grouping problem.
Conventional clustering algorithms for fast grouping can be listed as hierar-
chical clustering techniques, fuzzy techniques, center-based techniques such as
k-means algorithm, search-based techniques, graph-based techniques, grid-based
techniques, density-based techniques etc. [124–127]. Computation time for group-
ing of 100 energy storage devices with k-means algorithm is 0.54 second on 1.86GHz
CPU, which satisfies the requirement of Dynamic Power Manager. The grouping
problem can also be solved by using Kohonen network or self-organizing map
(SOM) [128, 129].
4.4.6 Find optimal subset inside group of energy storage
devices
As aforementioned and shown in Fig. 4.12, after economic dispatch amongst
groups of energy storage devices inside energy storage DC nano-grid is done, next
task is to find optimal subset inside each group such that the number of energy
storage devices operating at low efficiency region is minimized.
Group Power 
Allocator 








Figure 4.19: Find optimal subset inside group of energy storage devices
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Assuming that power allocated to the group from real-time optimizer inside
Dynamic Power Manager is pk. The problem of allocating power inside the group
is stated as follows.






pk,j, j = 1..M is power allocated to energy storage device j inside the group k,
v(·) is function to evaluate whether the energy storage device operates at low




0 if pk,j = 0 or pk,j ≤ pk,j,C or pk,j ≥ pk,j,D
1 otherwise
(4.33)
pk,j,C and pk,j,D are thresholds for low efficiency region of the energy storage device,
i.e. pk,j ∈ (pk,j,C ; 0) means low efficiency charge region, and pk,j ∈ (0; pk,j,D) means
low efficiency discharge region. When pk,j = 0, the energy storage device is off.
The constraints are:
• Power to be delivered: ∑
j
pk,j = pk (4.34)
• Power ratings:
pk,j,min ≤ pk,j ≤ pk,j,max (4.35)
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• Dynamic limits:
LBk,j,dyn ≤ pk,j|t=l − pk,j|t=l−1 ≤ UBk,j,dyn (4.36)
where:
LBk,j,dyn and UBk,j,dyn are lower bound and upper bound of the power
change,
pk,j|t=l is power at current time step t = l,
pk,j|t=l−1 is power at previous time step t = l − 1.
• Computation time:
tcomp ≤ T (4.37)
Due to the dynamic limits, there exist transient instances in that the energy
storage devices have to pass the low efficiency region to reach the desired operating
regions. If the total power at low efficiency region is selected to be minimized, the
energy storage devices may unnecessarily get stuck at the low efficiency region.
That is the reason to choose the total number of energy storage devices operating
at low efficiency region but not the total power at low efficiency region to be
minimized.
To solve the group power allocation, a proposed algorithm based on Depth-
























































Figure 4.20: Labeling possible states and feasible range of power allocation to each
energy storage device
The first step is to label the possible states of power allocation to each energy
storage device. There are 4 states to be examined, as shown in Fig. 4.20:
• Label 0 - OFF state: The energy storage device is OFF with allocated power
pk,j = 0.
• Label 1 - low efficiency state: The energy storage device is ON with allocated
power pk,j in the low efficiency region: pk,j ∈ (pk,j,C ; pk,j,D) \ 0.
• Label 2 - normal efficiency discharge state: The energy storage device is ON
with allocated power pk,j in the normal efficiency discharge region: pk,j ∈
[pk,j,D; pk,j,max].
• Label 3 - normal efficiency charge state: The energy storage device is ON
with allocated power pk,j in the normal efficiency charge region: pk,j ∈
[pk,j,min; pk,j,C ].
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When an energy storage device is labeled 2, it is marked by setting its tem-
porary power ptempk,j = pk,j,D and its positive power reserve p
pr
k,j = pk,j,UB − pk,j,D,
where pk,j,UB is decided by its previous state with dynamic limit, and its maximum
power rating:
pk,j,UB = min (pk,j,max, pk,j|t=l−1 +UBk,j,dyn) (4.38)
Similarly, when an energy storage device is labeled 3, it is marked by setting its
temporary power ptempk,j = pk,j,C and its negative power reserve p
nr
k,j = pk,j,LB−pk,j,C ,
where pk,j,LB is decided by its previous state with dynamic limit, and its minimum
power rating:
pk,j,LB = max (pk,j,min, pk,j|t=l−1 + LBk,j,dyn) (4.39)









The final allocated power pk,j then can be updated from temporary power p
temp
k,j




j pk,j = pk. A simple adjustment
method based on the power correction proportional to the power reserve and re-














As each energy storage has 4 possible states, total number of states to be
searched for a group of M energy storages is then Nstates = 4
M . For M = 20, the
total number of states is Nstates = 4
20 ≈ 1012. An average processor cannot handle
this number of states in time scale of 1-2 seconds. To deal with this problem,
following bounding conditions are applied:
• No improvement in cost function V , as current processing V is larger than
minimum V calculated in previous group states.
















MATLAB simulation result for Group Power Allocator is shown in Fig. 4.21.
During operation under Group Power Allocator, most of the time, there is no
energy storage device operating at low efficiency region while the number of energy
storage devices at ON state changes. There exist few transient instances that some
energy storage devices have to operate at low efficiency region due to demand
variations and dynamic limits. Considering the index of low efficiency operation






where NLE,k is number of energy storage devices at low efficiency region at time
step k, NON,k is number of energy storage devices at ON state at time step k.
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The index obtained from the real-time simulation is ηLE=0.0488, which shows the
effectiveness of proposed search algorithm for the Group Power Allocation problem.






Number of energy storages ON







Number of energy storages operating at low efficiency region
Figure 4.21: Number of energy storage devices at ON state and number of energy
storage devices at low efficiency region during real-time simulation with Group
Power Allocator
4.4.7 Comparison and Discussion
Fig. 4.22 shows power output of wind power plant at PCC in 10 minutes with
DPM using GA directly to all the energy storage devices. Table 4.5 shows the
results of the 2 DPM approaches using proposed grouping technique and using
GA directly. As shown, for DPM using directly GA, RMS power ripple at PCC is
slightly better as 3.45% compared to 4.50% in the proposed approach. However,
the DPM using directly GA has poorer P-P power ripple, as 375.3 kW compared
with 366.9kW, and higher energy loss, as 48,004.6kJ compared with 41,132.4kJ.
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Power output of wind power plant 
with DPM using directly GA
Power (kW)
Figure 4.22: Power output of wind power plant at PCC in 10 minutes with DPM
using GA directly
Table 4.5: Simulation result of ESNG with DPM using the proposed approach and
using GA directly
Parameter DPM using the proposed approach DPM using GA directly
RMS power ripple 4.50% 3.45%
P-P power ripple 366.9kW 375.3 kW
Energy loss 41,132.4kJ 48,004.6kJ
Energy exchange 335,847kJ 367,301kJ
The reasons that DPM using directly GA has better RMS power ripple are:
• By considering all the energy storage devices, the optimizer has higher degree-
of-freedom to adjust the system variables. Hence, the resolution in decision
is slightly finer.
• The randomness in GA searching for more system variables (i.e. SOCs) may
partly compensate the stochastic variations of wind power.
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However, the randomness in GA searching for more system variables also has
negative effect, as poorer P-P power ripple. In addition, due to computational
time limitation, improvement in reducing energy loss is rather poor, as comparing
48,004.6kJ to 48,544.3kJ without DPM.
In the proposed grouping technique, besides GA, other meta-heuristics algo-
rithms can be used to effectively obtain near-optimal results. As computational
time is limited, direct search methods tend to have poorer performance. For ex-
ample, using Pattern Search [132–134] method in the proposed grouping technique
results in an energy loss of 47,454.2 kJ compared to 48,544.3kJ without DPM in
the presented case study.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a Dynamic Power Manager for energy storage DC nano-grid aug-
menting wind power plant is proposed. The main function of Dynamic Power
Manager is to manage the energy storage devices inside energy storage DC nano-
grid to provide fast power compensation such that power output of wind power
plant at PCC is controllable and its power quality is improved under short-term
power variations of wind energy. In addition, the optimal dynamic power alloca-
tion provided by Dynamic Power Manager also enhances the overall short-term
energy efficiency of the energy storage DC nano-grid while constraints of energy
storage devices are complied. An approach to fast solve the optimization problem
in Dynamic Power Manger is presented. Simulation results have shown that with
Dynamic Power Manager, power output of wind power plant at PCC is control-
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lable with much better power quality, and energy efficiency of energy storage DC
nano-grid is improved. Real-time simulation results have also proved the effective-




Dynamic Control of Energy
Storage DC Nano-Grid for Stable
Operation of Wind Power Plant
5.1 Introduction
As introduced, today and in the future, to harvest wind energy, wind power plant is
preferred to be at medium or large scale, such as a wind farm consisting of several
wind turbines with its power rating of mega-watts upwards, and directly connected
to power system at transmission level or distribution level. As penetration of
wind energy into power system keeps increasing, wind power plant will gradually
replace conventional fueled power plants. Therefore, to ensure normal operation
of the power system, wind power plant is required to be an active controllable
component in the power system [95], i.e. it can support frequency and voltage
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regulation etc.
As an intermittent energy source, wind power has its nature of varying power.
Wind speed changes over time and causes fluctuations in captured wind power. If
this fluctuating wind power is directly converted into electricity and transmitted
to grid, for example, as in fixed speed wind turbines with limited controllability,
it degrades significantly grid power quality and may further cause oscillations of
other generators in the power network. Therefore, power decoupling between wind
turbine and grid is necessary and provided by power electronics such as in variable
speed wind turbine configuration with partial scale (DFIG) or full scale frequency
converter [95].
At plant level, the best configuration of wind power plant in terms of power
decoupling between turbines and grid is based on internal DC connection [104, 135].
The power decoupling can be further enhanced by using energy storage [95, 136].
For grid integration of wind power plant, energy storage not only provides power
quality improvement but also participates in grid functions of bridging power and
energy management [32, 33, 96]. The configuration of wind power plant with






































Figure 5.2: Equivalent diagram of wind power plant
Inside wind power plant, during regulation of grid frequency, grid side converter
regulates its output power as a function of grid conditions. Therefore, it may
behave as a constant power load to internal common DC bus of wind power plant.
During internal faults of wind power plant, e.g. one wind turbine fails, total
power from wind turbines suddenly drops while power transmitted to grid is not
regulated to respond to this circumstance, thus causing internal power imbalance.
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The power imbalance then can cause instability inside the wind power plant. As
wind power plant is required to be able to operate with N − 1 turbines during
internal faults, energy storage has to provide power supports to maintain stability
of wind power plant against aforementioned destabilizing factors.
To ensure stability of wind power plant, dump load or braking resistor (BR)
is often used to dissipate internal excess power [137–139]. However, this method
has the disadvantages of power waste and inability to stabilize when 1 turbine
fails. Other approach is using energy storage to improve system damping [140,
141]. However, control in [140, 141] does not consider the dynamics requirement
of energy storage. In addition, it requires state-space model of all components
inside wind power plant, causing design complexity. Furthermore, the control
strategy requires costly real-time measurement and communication devices for
instantaneous power reference.
This chapter presents a simple dynamic control strategy for the proposed en-
ergy storage DC nano-grid (ESNG) to ensure stable operation of wind power plant
that requires no instantaneous power reference. Based on proposed small-signal
stability and large-signal stability criteria, control structure and control parame-
ters for ESNG are provided. Simulation result shows that the wind power plant
maintains stability in all circumstances when grid behaves as a constant power
load, or when there is failure of wind turbine.
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5.2 Criteria for stable operation of wind power
plant
5.2.1 Small-signal stability criterion
When there is small perturbation of bus voltage v˜b, load side current perturbation
is:
i˜Σload = i˜L + i˜G + i˜ESNG (5.1)
where i˜L, i˜G and i˜ESNG are current perturbation of dump load, grid and ESNG
respectively. Criterion for small-signal stability is power perturbation of load side
is positive:
p˜Σload = v˜bi˜Σload > 0 (5.2)




























5.2.2 Large-signal stability criterion
In wind power plant, DC bus voltage (vb) is desired to be constant at rated voltage
Vb,rated. The voltage deviation ∆vb is therefore desired to be 0.
∆vb = vb − Vb,rated = 0 (5.7)
During large disturbances of wind power plant, when ∆vb 6= 0, it is desired
that:
pbus∆vb < 0 (5.8)
where pbus is bus power, which charges or discharges bus capacitor Cbus. For the
wind power plant, we have:
pbus = pΣWT − pL − pESNG − pG (5.9)
pΣWT is total power from wind turbines. pL, pESNG, pG are load power, ESNG
power and grid power respectively. Condition (5.8) ensures that DC bus voltage
is maintained at its rated value. The condition for large-signal stability is then:
H∞ = lim
t→∞
pbus∆vb < 0 for ∆vb 6= 0 (5.10)
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5.3 Selection of ESNG dynamic control struc-
ture
To stabilize wind power plant, dynamic control of ESNG must be able to generate
an appropriate dynamic impedance for ESNG. According to impedance criterion,
to ensure stability under a constant power load, magnitude of ESNG dynamic
impedance z˜ESNG must be smaller than magnitude of dynamic input impedance of
constant power load z˜CPL:
|z˜ESNG| << |z˜CPL| (5.11)
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Figure 5.3: Structure of power control strategy (a) Constant power control (b)
Variable power control
Power control has primary loop as current control and secondary loop as power







For constant power control ∆p = Pref − p, we have:
di = −KP,pdp+KI,p(Pref − p) (5.13)
dp = d(vi) = vdi+ idv + dv.di ≈ vdi+ idv (5.14)











When voltage v increases and power p is bounded around power reference Pref,
dynamic impedance |z˜ESNG,p| increases and cannot satisfy the condition in Eq.
(5.11).
When power reference Pref for ESNG is smaller than load constant power PCPL,
constant power control is referred as power buffer [142, 143]. It helps soften the
instability caused by constant power load, but cannot stabilize. When Pref is larger
than PCPL, bus voltage keeps increasing and instability happens due to constant
power imbalance. The power balance is achieved when Pref = PCPL and this
requires fast communication involved.
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Variable power control
To avoid power imbalance, instead of constant power reference Pref, a variable
power reference p(t) is used in variable power control method. Instantaneous
power reference p(t) is usually chosen as power mismatch between power gener-
ated from wind turbines and power transmitted to grid [140, 141]. With this
approach, when DC bus voltage deviates from its rated operating point, reference
p(t) has to be adjusted such that power criterion described in Eq. (5.8) is satisfied.
Otherwise, power mismatch between reference and actual power accumulates and
causes significant voltage deviation. This requirement has not been mentioned in
controller design in Ref. [140, 141]. Moreover, as instantaneous power reference
p(t) keeps changing, stability enhancement is dependent on how reference p(t) is
generated, and how pESNG tracks varied reference p(t). When ESNG power pESNG
has dynamics limits and cannot fast track varied p(t), system may not recover
to be stable. This issue also has not been addressed in Ref. [140, 141]. Finally,
performance of this control method depends on delay caused by measurement and
communication required for instantaneous power reference.






Figure 5.4: Structure of constant current control strategy
Constant current control has only primary loop as current control, as shown in
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Condition in Eq. (5.11) is not satisfied. Therefore, constant current control for
ESNG cannot stabilize system.
















Figure 5.5: Structure of constant voltage control strategy
Constant voltage control has primary loop as current control and secondary
loop as voltage control. Assuming dynamics of current loop is negligible, we have:
i = KP,v∆v +KI,v
∫
∆vdt (5.18)
di = −KP,vdv +KI,v(Vref − v) (5.19)
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Condition in Eq. (5.11) can be satisfied whenKP,v is sufficiently large. Further-
more, with full PI KP,v and KI,v, constant voltage control still can ensure stable
operation of system under constant power load [144]. Constant voltage control
therefore is chosen as dynamic control of ESNG.
5.4 Dynamic control of ESNG for stabilization
of wind power plant
The proposed dynamic control method is based on constant voltage control struc-






is adjusted to satisfy presented stability criteria.
5.4.1 Small-signal stability
As introduced, because power transmitted from wind power plant to grid via grid
side converter is regulated depending on grid conditions, for example, at a constant
active power to support frequency regulation, grid acts as a constant power load
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to internal DC bus of wind power plant: pG = const. We have:
p˜G = vbi˜G + iGv˜b + v˜bi˜G = 0 (5.22)











Dynamic input impedance of grid is negative and has the same magnitude as its
input impedance. When dump load is passive, we have its dynamic impedance





























The ESNG power is given as:







The bus power is then:














For H∞ < 0 when ∆vb 6= 0 to satisfy large-signal stability condition, we then
have:
KI > 0 (5.30)
5.5 Simulation result
To verify effectiveness of the proposed control scheme, simulation for the wind
power plant has been built in MATLAB Simulink. The simulation has been carried
out for different operation modes of wind power plant.
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5.5.1 Normal operation of wind power plant
During normal operation, the grid acts as a constant power load, thus being a
destabilizing source in the system. Because power range of the system is 1MW-
2MW and the system is connected to three phase line with line-to-line voltage of
690VAC, voltage of internal common DC bus of wind power plant is selected as
1kV. Simulation parameters are listed in Table. 5.1. As power transmitted to grid








Assuming ESNG has fast power dynamics to always follow control signals from PI
controller, the requirements for PI controller of ESNG then are:
KP > 1/0.83333 (5.32)













Figure 5.6: Stability requirements and simulation cases during normal operation
of wind power plant
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Table 5.1: Parameters of simulation
Parameter Value Unit
Rated DC bus voltage (Vb,rated) 1000 VDC
DC bus capacitance (Cb) 50 mF
Wind turbines:
- Blade radius (Rbl) 20 m
- Gear ratio 1:5000
- Stator resistance (Rs) 2.875 Ω
- Stator d-axis inductance (Ld) 8.5 mH
- Stator q-axis inductance (Lq) 8.5 mH
- Number of pole pairs (p) 4
- Flux linkage established by magnets (λ) 2.34 V.s
Power rating of ESNG (pESNG,max) 500 kW
Braking resistor for LVRT (rBR) 10 Ω
Positive sequence during grid fault:
- Voltage Vp 380 V
- Current Ip 1040 A




- Phase current angle θp -1.5808 rad
Negative sequence during grid fault:
- Voltage Vn 100 V
- Current In 50 A




- Phase current angle θn -1.5708
Utility frequency (ω) 2pi × 50 rad/s
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For case (I): KP = 1/0.83333, KI = 0, simulation result in Fig. 5.7 shows that
the system is unstable. DC bus voltage keeps increasing. Total power from wind
turbines and ESNG power also increase over time. The aggregate load-side power
perturbation is almost 0, thus the system does not satisfy small-signal stability






































































Figure 5.7: Instability of wind power plant during normal operation with KP =
1/0.83333, KI = 0 (I)
For case (II): KP = 1/0.83333, KI = 2000, simulation result in Fig. 5.8 shows
that the system is at boundary of stability. DC bus voltage keeps oscillating.
Total power from wind turbines and ESNG power also oscillates over time. The
aggregate load-side power perturbation oscillates around 0, thus the system does
not satisfy small-signal stability criterion. pb∆v keeps oscillating but is bounded,
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Figure 5.8: Boundary stability of wind power plant during normal operation with
KP = 1/0.83333, KI = 2000 (II)
For case (III): KP = 1/0.05, KI = 0, simulation result in Fig. 5.9 shows that
the system is stable with steady-state error. The aggregate load-side power pertur-
bation is always positive, thus the system satisfies small-signal stability criterion.
However, pb∆v oscillates around 0 with non-decreasing amplitude, therefore, DC
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Figure 5.9: Stable operation of wind power plant with steady-state error with
KP = 1/0.05, KI = 0 (III)
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For case (IV): KP = 1/0.05, KI = 2000, simulation result in Fig. 5.10 shows
that the system is stable with no steady-state error. Both small-signal stability





































































Figure 5.10: Stable operation of wind power plant with no steady-state error with
KP = 1/0.05, KI = 2000 (IV)
5.5.2 Turbine-faulted operation of wind power plant
When there is failure of one wind turbine in wind power plant, total power from
wind turbines drops. ESNG then has to change its operating point to compensate
for new power mismatch between power generated from wind turbines and power
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transmitted to grid. Fig. 5.11 shows the simulation result of the wind turbine when
there is 01 wind turbine failure at t = 0.05ms. The ESNG has quickly changed
from charging mode to discharging mode to compensate the power mismatch. As
1 wind turbine is out, there is 5 minor loop gains left and value of each minor loop
gains also decreases. The aggregate load-side power perturbation and pb∆v satisfy















































Figure 5.11: Simulation result for turbine-faulted operation of wind power plant
with ESNG PI controller KP = 1/0.05, KI = 2000. Wind power plant has 01 wind
turbine failure at t = 0.05s
In the presented simulation, dynamics of inner control loops of ESNG and
constant power load acted by grid are assumed to be negligible. In practice,
dynamics limits of inner control loops need to be taken into account. However, all
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the proposed stability criteria still hold.
5.5.3 LVRT operation of wind power plant






+VpInsin(2ωt+ θ1 + θ2 − θn)
+VnIpsin(−2ωt− θ1 − θ2 − θp)] (5.34)
where Vp and Vn, Ip and In are positive and negative sequence component of
grid voltage and grid converter current respectively; θ1 and θ2 are phase angles of
positive and negative sequence voltage; θp and θn are phase angles of positive and
negative sequence current; ω is utility angular frequency. Active power that grid





+VpIncos(2ωt+ θ1 + θ2 − θn)
+ VnIpcos(−2ωt− θ1 − θ2 − θp)] (5.35)
Although average of active power transmitted to grid is 0, it oscillates at fre-
quency of 2ω rad/s. Because excess power can be partially consumed by ESNG
with maximum charging power of 500kW, the leftover of 1000kW is dissipated to








































































































































Figure 5.12: Simulation result for LVRT operation of wind power plant with ESNG
PI controller KP = 1/0.05, KI = 2000. Grid fault starts at t = 0.2s
As shown in Fig. 5.12, DC bus voltage oscillates with small amplitude around
rated value. ESNG power also oscillates to regulate DC bus voltage. The aggregate
load-side power perturbation has small crossing to negative side. pb∆v oscillates
but is bounded. The wind power plant still has stable operation with degraded
quality of DC bus voltage until the grid fault is cleared.
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5.6 Cost-Benefit of Energy Storage for Stability
Enhancement
In general, procedure to compute cost of energy storage for wind power plant is
as follows.
1. Step 1: Choose the desired applications of energy storage e.g. load shifting,
peak shaving, outage protection, spinning reserve, stability etc.
2. Step 2: Compute power rating and energy capacity of energy storage for the
chosen application(s).
3. Step 3: Select energy storage technologies and perform sizing, as presented
in Chapter 2.
4. Step 4: Compute cost of energy storage.
For the stability enhancement of wind power plant by ESNG studied in this
chapter, the basic requirement is not simply power rating of ESNG but rate-of-
change of power of ESNG. Therefore, in ESNG design, a constraint of rate-of-








= max {KP (Vref − 2vb)v˙b +KI(Vref − vb)vb}
(5.36)
In Eq. (5.36), selection of controller parameters KP and KI has been presented
previous sections in this chapter. Bus voltage vb and its rate-of-change v˙b depend
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on the overall operation of the whole system. The constraint of rate-of-change of
power then requires:
• Presence of fast-dynamic energy storage devices such as ultra-capacitor or
flywheel with a sufficient power rating in the energy storage system,
• Topology selection and sizing of power converters with sufficiently fast power
dynamics.
Power dynamics of power converters can be derived from their control-to-output
transfer functions, which are shown in Eq. (6.39) for Buck converter, Eq. (6.44) for
Boost converter, and Eq. (B.7) for DAB converter. Because DAB converter theo-
retically has zero-lag control-to-output/current transfer function, its main concern
in design is then power rating.
5.7 Summary
The chapter has presented a simple dynamic control strategy of energy storage
system for stable operation of wind power plant that requires no instantaneous
power reference. To ensure stability of the system, criteria of small-signal stability
and large-signal stability are proposed. To stabilize the wind power plant against
constant power load introduced by grid, dynamic control structure is selected to be
based on constant voltage control. Simulation result has shown that with proposed
control scheme, the wind power plant can operate stably against constant power
load acted by grid, or when there is 1 wind turbine failure.
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Chapter 6
Control of Energy Storage
Devices inside Energy Storage
DC Nano-Grid
6.1 Introduction
For dynamics of power electronic converters in an electric power system (EPS)
consisting of sources and loads, within control time constant, instantaneous load
sharing amongst sources is mainly determined by the internal impedance or out-
put impedance of each source converter. This impedance depends on characteris-
tics of source, converter, filters and bus impedance. Within several control time
constants, transient load sharing is then determined by the response of the con-
troller. Without control coordination inside the system, source converter with low
impedance and fast response tends to dominate and be overloaded. Besides, there
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can be circulating currents amongst converters and unexpected resonance within
the system that cause poor system dynamics and even instability. Therefore,
design of converters have to consider solutions such as passive damping mecha-
nisms from filter (inductor, capacitor etc.) to reduce potential circulating currents
and unexpected resonance inside the system. In addition, control actions also
must have certain level of coordination and take into account dynamic interactions
amongst converters in order to achieve desired load sharing and stable operation,
and reduce circulating ripples.
In energy storage DC nano-grid, converters of energy storage devices also have
dynamic interactions that can degrade system performance. The more challenging
problem in energy storage DC nano-grid compared to conventional EPS is that
each converter has bi-directional power flow, which means at some time, the en-
ergy storage device behaves as a source (discharge), and at some other time, it
behaves as a load (charge). In previous chapters, internal energy balance, internal
power balance and voltage control of the whole energy storage DC nano-grid have
been investigated but not dynamics of converters inside. Therefore, in this chap-
ter, behaviors and interactions of inner control loops during dynamic control of
energy storage devices inside energy storage DC nano-grid are studied. A stability
criterion for generic multi-source multi-load (MSML) DC system is proposed and
then applied to design the controllers of converters in energy storage DC nano-
grid. In addition, design consideration on filter and bus impedance inside energy
storage DC nano-grid are also addressed.
For control coordination of energy storage devices, a current manager and a
dynamic control scheme are proposed and used to ensure that energy policy from
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energy manager is followed, SOC of energy storage devices are monitored and
tracked, dynamics constraints of energy storage devices are complied, and voltage
of internal common DC bus is well regulated.
6.2 Stability criterion for a multi-source multi-
load DC system
6.2.1 Literature review
Common design approach for power electronic converters in electric power system
(EPS) is based on average large-signal model and small-signal model. First, by
using state-space averaging technique, time-averaging model of switching compo-
nents is obtained as average large-signal model. After that, using perturbation
and linearization around operating point of obtained average large-signal model,
small-signal model is then derived. The small-signal model is used for stability
analysis and controller design.
Another design approach is using nonlinear analysis[146] including bifurcation
analysis and Lyapunov’s method to study dynamics of converters. However, this
method requires complicated models and controllers that are not easy to imple-
ment when there are multiple converters in the EPS. Besides, with fast switching
capability of modern power electronic devices nowadays, time-averaging simplifi-
cation is reasonable with acceptable results and much reduced effort. Therefore,
small-signal model is used for stability analysis herein.
Eigenvalue analysis [19, 147] is a method following small-signal approach. How-
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ever, this method requires all state variables, exact models and component param-
eters of all converters. Therefore, this method is not suitable for multi-converter
system and for system that has structure changes, e.g. a nano-grid that has plug-
and-play capability.
For bounded-input bounded-output stability analysis of DC electric power sys-
tems, another method following small-signal approach – Middlebrook’s criterion
[148] is widely used. This criterion assumes converters/subsystems to be stable
themselves individually. Then based on output impedance of source-side converter
and input impedance of load-side converter at interface between source and load,
it concludes the small-signal stability of the system through Nyquist criterion.
Since Middlebrook’s criterion is based on Thevenin/Norton equivalent model,
following limitations should be noticed:
• Equivalent circuit is valid only within linear range of the circuits such that
super-position theorem is applicable, and may not be valid outside the range.
• Equivalent I-V characteristic of Thevenin model is only from viewpoint of
load or common bus.
• Power dissipation of the Thevenin/Norton equivalent is not identical to the
power dissipation of the real system.





























Figure 6.1: (a) A single source, single load system with DC bus and (b) its equiv-
alent circuit
Consider the system in Fig. 6.1(a) with power source, source-side converter,
load-side converter and load. Source-side converter has open-circuit1 voltage trans-
fer function FS. Load-side converter has voltage transfer function FL. Output
impedance of the group of power source and source-side converter at source-load
interface is ZoS. Input impedance of the group of load and load-side converter at
source-load interface is ZiL.
Applying Thevenin’s theorem for source and source-side converter, equivalent


















Because FS and FL are assumed to be stable, stability of transfer function from
source voltage to load voltage only depends on minor loop gain Tm. According to
1no load
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Nyquist criterion, system is stable if and only if minor loop gain curve does not










Figure 6.2: Minor loop gain curve on the s-plane
This method is easy to extend for multi-load case wherein equivalent load
impedance is calculated from load-parallel circuit [149, 150] as:












[151] has utilized this method to monitor stability margin for DC distributed power
systems via pertubation approaches.
Another extension of Middlebrook’s method is small-signal stability analysis
via subsystem division using two-port model of converters.
Fig. 6.3(a) shows a model of modular two-port network equivalent circuit of
DC-DC converters [152]. The model assumes that nonlinear and dynamic com-
ponents of the converter behavior could be separated. The model is suitable to
describe low-frequency terminal-behavior of the converter. It also can be modu-































Figure 6.3: (a) Modular two-port network equivalent circuit of DC-DC converter
and (b) Its application for subsystem division
















Applying modular two-port network model of DC-DC converters, the system
is divided into two parts: one is load behavior, and the other is source behavior.
This division helps monitor the system stability via monitoring smaller subsystems.
For example, behavior of source/DC bus can be investigated through behavior of
source/input-terminal of converter, and output-terminal of converter/DC bus, as
depicted in Fig. 6.3(b).
6.2.2 Proposed extended stability criterion
As Middlebrook’s criterion is extended to only multi-load case [149, 150], its ex-
tension to multi-source case is proposed herein.
Theorem 6.2.1 Consider multi-source, multi-load DC power system shown in
Fig. 6.4. Assume bus impedance is negligible. Necessary and sufficient condition
for the system stability is:
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2. Transfer function criterion: All closed-loop transfer functions FS,k, k = 1..M





































Figure 6.4: DC power system with multi sources, multi loads
Proof Since load subsystem is easily converted to an equivalent load impedance
[149, 150] as in equation (6.3), derivation of equation (6.6) is done and analysis
focus hereby is on multi sources. Fig. 6.5 shows the system after equivalent load





















Figure 6.5: Diagram of DC power system with multi sources, equivalent load









where Vk is voltage of source k






































From Eq. (6.8) and (6.9), we have necessary and sufficient conditions for Vb to
be stable:
1. FS,k, k = 1..M are stable;
2. Tm,k, k = 1..M satisfy Nyquist criterion.
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Necessary conditions for load voltage and current to be stable then are:
1. Vb is stable, which means the two above conditions have to be satisfied;
2. FL,k, k = 1..N are stable.
6.2.3 Consideration of input filter
Background
For power electronic converters, input filter is needed because it has two primary
functions:
1. prevent electromagnetic interference (EMI) generated by switchings from
reaching power bus and affecting other equipments.
2. prevent high frequency voltage ripple on power bus from passing through
converter output/load.
When input filter is not properly designed, not only it unnecessarily adds cost,
volume to the system, but also it has side effects which degrade system perfor-
mance. For example, it can influence the transfer function of the feedback control
loop and cause output oscillations. Nonetheless, in many cases, input filter of load-
side converter has positive effect on improving system stability. To study effect of
input filter of load-side converter, a single-source system as shown in Fig. 6.6 is















Figure 6.6: Single-source system with input filter of load-side converter
Effect of passive capacitor
Consider passive capacitor C as input filter of load-side converter of the system
shown in Fig. 6.6. Load converter together with load is modeled as equivalent load
resistance R. The source-side converter has open-circuit voltage transfer function

































Figure 6.7: (a) Equivalent circuit diagram of the system with passive capacitor
as input filter (b) Bode diagram of equivalent output impedance with passive
capacitor
Viewed from load, equivalent output impedance and equivalent open-circuit
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voltage transfer function including passive capacitor then become:














Fig. 6.7(b) shows Bode diagram of equivalent output impedance Zo,e when
Zo = r = 10Ω, C = 100µF. It can be seen that at high frequency, magnitude of
Zo,e much reduces. Because the commonly used design guideline for source-load
impedance to ensure stability is: |Zo| << |Zi| so that |Tm| << 1, reduction in
magnitude of |Zo,e| is desired to extend magnitude stability margin. This reduc-
tion of equivalent output impedance explains how adding passive capacitor helps
improve system stability.
Effect of L-C filter
Passive L-C filter is a type of input filter that has the characteristic to achieve both
EMI and ripple filtering requirements. However, when not properly designed, it can
degrade system performance because it can have a high peak at resonant frequency
in characteristics of output impedance and transfer function. Fig. 6.8(a) shows



























Figure 6.8: (a) Equivalent circuit diagram of the system with LC filter as input
filter (b) Bode diagram of equivalent output impedance with L-C filter
Output impedance of L-C filter is:









The equivalent output impedance including LC filter viewed from load is:
Zo,e = (Zo, L)//C =
Zo + Ls
ZoCs+ LCs2 + 1
(6.14)
Fig. 6.8(b) shows Bode diagram of equivalent output impedance Zo,e for L-C
filter case with Zo = r = 10Ω, L=1mH, C = 10µF and 20µF. It is observed that
for L=1mH, C = 10µF, at resonant frequency ω = 1√
LC
= 104 rad/s, there is an
output impedance magnitude peak which is larger than Zo = r = 10Ω. This peak
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of output impedance magnitude can be larger than input impedance magnitude
at the same frequency and violate impedance criterion. When C is increased to
20µF, the peak is eliminated and output impedance magnitude characteristics is
improved compared to only Zo = r.
Effect of Z-network filter
First proposed in 2002, Z-source inverter has been studied and applied to a wide
range of inverter applications [153–157]. Z-source inverter consists of DC (voltage
or current) source, Z-network, and DC-AC inverter. Advantages of Z-network
when used with DC-AC inverters are:
• provision of larger range of output voltage thanks to shoot-through capabil-
ity;
• improvement of reliability because it can suffer short-circuit for some amount
of time - in many converters with commutated switches, this short-circuit
problem which may be caused by EMI noise or wrong gating is important to
the age of the device;
• reduction of in-rush current to capacitor because there is always one inductor
to limit the current - for applications that use large capacitor, in-rush current
at start-up is also a problem because it can be high enough to damage some
components or cause malfunction of protection devices .
Although AC small-signal model of Z-network in Z-source converter has been
studied [158], voltage transfer function and output-impedance characteristics have
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not been shown in literature yet. In this section, transfer function and out-
put impedance characteristics of Z-network filter are derived. Equivalent output










































Figure 6.9: (a) Z-network filter (b) Bode diagram of equivalent output impedance
with Z-network filter
When output terminal is open-circuited, since the Z-network filter is symmetric:
L1 = L2 = L, C1 = C2 = C, iL1 = iL2 = iL, iC1 = iC6 = iC , we have:
vin = 2vL + vout (6.15)
iL = iC = CsvC (6.16)









Compared to open-circuit transfer function of LC filter, that of Z-network filter
has an additional dynamic gain of 1− LCs2.
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According to Thevenin’s theorem, output impedance is impedance seen at out-
put terminal when input terminal is short-circuited. The output impedance of
Z-network filter then is:










This output impedance is similar to the output impedance of LC filter and also
has a high peak at resonant frequency.




2 + 1) + 2Ls
Zo2Cs+ LCs2 + 1
(6.20)
Fig. 6.9(b) shows Bode diagram of equivalent output impedance including Z-
network filter when Zo = r = 10Ω, L = 1mH, C = 10µF and C = 20µF. Again,
when C = 10µF, the magnitude has a peak larger than Zo = r = 10Ω. This peak
is eliminated when C is increased to 20µF.
6.2.4 Consideration of bus impedance
Bus resistance and bus capacitance have effect on stable operation of the DC bus
as presented in Ref. [152]. To include bus impedance in stability analysis, since
the Middlebrook’s criterion is from viewpoint of load, the bus impedance should
be merged with output impedance of source and source-side converter to form
equivalent output impedance, and with transfer function of source-side converter
to form equivalent source to load transfer function.
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Figure 6.10: DC bus model
For each bus section, we have:
Zo,bk = (rbk, Lbk)//Cbk =
rbk + Lbks




LbkCbks2 + rbkCbks+ 1
(6.22)
By using Theorem A.2.3 in Appendix A for each section of the bus repeatedly,
we can obtain the equivalent output impedance and transfer function from source
to load including source, source-side converter and DC bus. The procedure is
shown in Fig. 6.11 where Zo,sc is equivalent output impedance of source and





























































Figure 6.11: Procedure for calculation of equivalent output impedance and transfer
function from source to load
Using Eq. (6.21) and (6.22), (*) and (**) are simplified as:
Zo,k =
Zo,k−1 + rbk + Lbks




LbkCbks2 + (rbk + Zo,k−1)Cbks+ 1
(6.24)
By using bus impedance conversion, calculation of equivalent output impedance
and transfer function of source-bus subsystem can be performed and these results
can be applied in stability analysis. In addition, if we assume a load Z as a
source which has Vs = 0 and output impedance Zo = Z then the bus impedance
conversion can be applied for simplification of load-bus subsystem when satisfying
impedance criterion.
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6.3 Stability of Energy Storage Devices under
Constant Power Behaviors
6.3.1 Introduction
In energy storage DC nano-grid, centralized coordination of energy storage de-
vices is accomplished by energy and power managers at time scale of seconds and
longer. The dynamic control at time scale of mili-seconds and less for energy
storage devices is performed locally by local dynamic controllers. Therefore, dur-
ing operation of energy storage DC nano-grid, there happen dynamic interactions
amongst converters of energy storage devices. A design approach, therefore, is
needed to ensure that the possible dynamics interactions inside energy storage DC
nano-grid do not degrade system performance or cause instability.
In electric power system with conventional fueled generators, dynamic load
sharing is often performed by droop control, which is basically a proportional (P)
controller. The principle of droop control is each generator always generates an
amount of power that is never more than enough (no overshooting). Integral term,
therefore, does not appear at this dynamic control level because this term would
cause fluctuations or oscillations that are introduced (by integral term) dynamics
interactions amongst generators. Integral term or other terms that have similar
function of control coordination are usually equipped at secondary or tertiary
control levels. This control approach has been widely applied in design, control
and operation of electric power systems.
In energy storage DC nano-grid, operation of the system is based on a different
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principle, in which fast-dynamic energy storage devices respond quickly to power
demand while slow-dynamic energy storage devices respond slowly but gradually
change to eliminate any steady-state error. Therefore, there exist integral term in
controller of both fast-dynamic energy storage devices and slow-dynamic energy
storage devices. Integral term in controller of fast-dynamic energy storage devices
is to help increase control bandwidth in order to avoid too large proportional gain
that causes saturation and noise vulnerability. Integral term in controller of slow-
dynamic energy storage devices is to eliminate steady-state error. The presence
of integral term at dynamic control level requires design consideration to ensure
system stability against possibly increased unwanted dynamics interactions inside
the system.
There exist also control modes of energy storage devices in which each energy
storage device charges or discharges at a constant rate, and provides no regulation
to common DC bus and no response to changes in total power demand. Under
these control modes, each energy storage device behaves as either a constant power
source or a constant power load. These control modes are named as constant power
modes.
General problem statement
To find a design and control approach that ensures stable operation of energy stor-
age DC nano-grid in which multiple energy storage devices have different local
control characteristics that are fast dynamics, slow dynamics, and constant power
modes.
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Review and reduced problem restatement
In [159] and [104], design consideration for constant power load problem in a multi
source system has been addressed. However, only a necessary condition based on
passive impedance and constant power load is obtained. This condition does not
cover dynamics interactions amongst converters, which are the main destabilizing
factor in constant power load problem. The approach is based on equilibrium point
















Source Filter Constant 
power load
Figure 6.12: Circuit used for derivation of equilibrium point
Consider the circuit depicted in Fig. 6.12 with voltage source Vs, series induc-
tance L, series resistance R and shunt capacitance C supplying a constant power












(Vs −RiL − Vo) (6.26)
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2 + (RCV 2o + PoL)s+ (V
2
o − VsVo + PoR) = 0 (6.30)
The equilibrium point of Vo is then solution of:























It can be seen that existence of equilibrium point does not guarantee conver-
gence of vo(t) to the equilibrium point Vo because it is not proved to be an attractor
point.
On the opposite side, a common version of Middlebrook’s criterion [148] as
sufficient condition for stability of single source single load (SSSL) system is:
|zo| << |zL| (6.35)
where zo is output impedance of source, zL is input impedance of load. The
common use of this version often leads to wrong conclusion that Middlebrook’s
criterion cannot be applied to multi source multi load (MSML) system which is a
multi input multi output (MIMO) system.
As aforementioned, there are concepts and techniques in dealing with constant
power load problem in literature, which are power buffering [142, 143] and load
aggregating [149, 150]. These techniques are used to simplify stability problem of
energy storage DC nano-grid as follows.
• From power buffering technique, energy storage devices acting as constant
power sources can be aggregated into a constant power source.
• From load aggregating technique, energy storage devices acting as constant
power loads can be aggregated into a constant power load.
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• From power buffering technique, constant power source can be aggregated
with constant power load to form a reduced constant power load.
The reduced problem of instability and constant power load to be solved is
restated as:
To find a design and control approach that ensures stable operation of energy
storage DC nano-grid in which multiple energy storage devices that can provide
regulation to common bus with different dynamics have to stabilize the system
under a constant power load, which is aggregated from other energy storage devices
under constant power modes.
The specific ESNG configuration to be studied in this chapter is chosen to
include 2 energy storage devices interfacing common bus via bi-directional buck-
boost converter, a fuel-cell interfacing common bus via an Interleaved Current-Fed
Full-Bridge (ICFFB) converter [161] and an aggregated constant power load. The
configuration is depicted in Fig. 6.13.
In the investigated configuration of energy storage DC nano-grid (ESNG), en-
ergy storage device 1 (EnSD1) has higher voltage than common DC bus. There-
fore, during discharge, its converter is in buck mode. The energy storage device
2 (EnSD2) has lower voltage than common DC bus, and its converter during dis-
charge is in boost mode. The energy storage DC nano-grid is augmented with a
fuel-cell source, which uses unidirectional ICFFB converter to step-up voltage and










































Figure 6.13: Investigated energy storage DC nano-grid with 2 energy storage de-
vices and 1 fuel-cell
Applying stability criterion for the multi-source DC system presented in previ-
ous section the investigated ESNG, it is required to ensure all the minor loop gains
of 2 energy storage devices and fuel-cell Tm,k, k = 1..3 satisfy Nyquist criterion.
According to Eq. ( 6.9), there are two parts of impedances in minor loop gains:
• impedance contributed by load, which is aggregated constant power load in
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this investigation.
• impedance contributed by other sources, which are the other energy storage
device(s) and/or fuel-cell.
The design approach is then proposed as follows.
• Step 1: Design each individual converter to obtain its individual stable op-
eration under constant power load.
• Step 2: Combine operations of the converters and ensure overall operation
under constant power load is stable by canceling possible dynamics interac-
tions amongst the converters. Dynamic-blocking diodes are passive compo-
nents used to cancel the interactions.
6.3.2 Stability of buck-boost converters under constant power
load
Stability of buck-boost converters of the 2 energy storage devices is analyzed herein.
During discharge, converter of EnSD1 operates in buck mode while converter of
EnSD2 operates in boost mode. These 2 modes are studied as follows.
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Buck/Step-down mode





(rLbiL + LbsiL + vo) (6.36)
























Figure 6.14: Buck converter





























> 0, and ab2 =
rLb
R
+1 > 0. Under constant power load and when
rLb = 0, we have R < 0 and then ab1 < 0, stability condition is not satisfied. In
practice, rLb ≥ 0. Therefore, without closed-loop control, the system can be stable
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However, the rLb is series resistor in the inductor, thus cannot be selected
arbitrarily because adding extra resistor stabilizes the system at the cost of low
efficiency.
Boost/Step-up mode
For buck-boost converter in Boost mode as shown in Fig. 6.15, we have following
equations:











where d is duty ratio of PWM switch S2, and d























Figure 6.15: Boost converter
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LBCBs2 + aB1s+ aB2
(6.44)







According to Routh-Hurwitz criterion, stability condition for the open-loop
transfer function is aB0 = LBCB > 0, aB1 = rLBCB +
LB
R
> 0, and aB2 =
rLB
R
+(1−D)2 > 0. Under constant power load and when rLB = 0, we have R < 0
and then aB1 < 0, stability condition is not satisfied; therefore, open-loop transfer
function of the converter is unstable.
6.3.3 Cascade control to ensure stability of individual con-
verter under constant power load
Stability analysis shows that under constant power load, without damping from
series resistor, open-loop transfer functions of buck-boost converters in both buck
mode and boost mode are instable. Therefore, closed-loop control has to be de-
signed to stabilize the converters. The design approach is as follows.
Buck-boost converter in buck mode
Single PI controller with voltage regulation can not stabilize closed-loop transfer
function when open-loop transfer function has ab1 < 0. The reason is that the cur-
rent through the inductor is not well regulated and it may keep either increasing
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until exceeding current limit, or decreasing to 0; and this, in turns, leads to unsta-
ble voltage control. To solve this problem, cascade controller with inner current
loop and outer voltage loop is used. Diagram of the cascade control is shown in
Fig. 6.16. The two PI controllers Cv, Ci for the two cascade loops are designed to
satisfy the following requirements:
• normally-expected performance under normal load;























Figure 6.16: Control diagram for converter under Constant Power Load
From equations (6.36) and (6.37), we have the small-signal control-to-current























With voltage loop controller Cvb(s) and current loop controller Cib(s), we have









































































































































































































Figure 6.17: Bode diagrams for Buck converter under normal load and under
constant power load (a) open loop current control (b) open loop voltage control
Specifications for the converter in buck mode are as follows: Vib=800V, Vref=400V,
Lb=4.7mH, Cb = 200µF, D = 0.5, fs=100kHz, Pb=600W. Bode plots of the con-
trol system for Buck converter under normal load and under constant power load
are shown in Fig. 6.17. Crossover frequency ω of the open loop transfer function
for current under normal load is chosen as 1kHz. A magnitude margin of 66dB
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is selected. Crossover frequency ω of the open loop transfer function for voltage
under normal load is chosen as one-tenth of the current loop, 100Hz. The phase
margin of 90◦ is chosen. The controllers are then obtained as:








From Bode diagram, it is clearly shown by using the cascade controller, the system
become stable and the dynamic performance can be designed.
Buck-boost converter in boost mode
Similar to buck-boost converter in buck mode, single PI controller can not stabi-
lize buck-boost converter in boost-mode. Therefore, cascade controller with inner
current loop and outer voltage loop is used.
From equations (6.41) and (6.42), the control-to-current and current-to-voltage




















With voltage loop controller Cvb(s) and current loop controller Cib(s), the over-































































































































































































Figure 6.18: Bode diagrams for Boost converter under normal load and under
constant power load (a) open loop current control (b) open loop voltage control
Specifications of the buck-boost converter in boost mode are as follows: ViB=200V,
Vref=400V, LB=4.7mH, CB = 200µF, D = 0.5, fs=100kHz, PB=800W. For nor-
mal load (R = 200Ω), crossover frequency of open loop transfer function for current
is chosen as one tenth of switching frequency and equals to 10kHz. The phase
margin is selected as 90◦. Crossover frequency of open loop transfer function for
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voltage is then chosen as one tenth of the current loop crossover frequency and
equals to 1kHz. A magnitude margin of 68dB is selected, Fig. 6.18. The controllers
are then obtained as:

























































































































































































Figure 6.19: Bode diagrams for ICFFB converter under normal load and under
constant power load (a) open loop current control (b) open loop voltage control
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ICFFB converter has the advantages of large step-up ratio, low input current
ripples, electric isolation and high efficiency, which is suitable for Fuel Cell ap-
plications. The small signal analysis of ICFFB converter is presented in [161].
ICFFB converter has the behavior similar to Boost converter. Specifications of
the ICFFB converter are as follows: Vg=33V, Po=600W, fs=10kHz, D = 0.67,
L1 = L2 = 178µH, r1 = r2 = 64mH, C1 ∼ C4 = 100µF, n = 2. Again, using
cascade control, we have the Bode diagrams as shown in Fig. 6.19 with 60◦ phase
margin for current loop, 42dB magnitude margin for voltage loop. The controllers
are:

















































































Figure 6.20: Stable operation of individual converter under normal load and con-
stant power load (a) Buck-boost converter in buck mode(b) Buck-boost converter
in boost mode (c) ICFFB converter
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Simulation results in SIMPLORER confirm stable operation of each individual
converter (buck mode, boost mode, and ICFFB) with cascade control under both
normal load and constant power load, as shown in Fig. 6.20.
6.3.4 Dynamic-blocking diodes
Canceling of dynamics interactions by dynamic-blocking diodes
After each converter is designed to operate stably under both normal load and
constant power load, instability of ESNG still might occur due to the dynamic
interactions amongst the converters, as presented in Section 6.2. Eq. (6.9) shows
that output impedance of the sources also has affect to the others. Therefore, to
ensure the stability, diodes at the output of these converters are used, and named
as dynamic-blocking diodes, as shown in Fig. 6.21. Dynamic-blocking diode for
EnSD is paralleled by a by-pass switch to disable the diode when EnSD charges.





where Zo,k is output impedance of the converter k, and ZL is aggregated load
impedance. Each converter then has to take into account only load impedance












































Figure 6.21: Investigated energy storage DC nano-grid with augmentation of
dynamic-blocking diodes and bypass switches to cancel dynamics interactions
Simulation verification
Fig. 6.22 shows the SIMPLORER simulation result of the ESNG operation with
buck-boost converters, ICFFB converter and dynamic-blocking diodes under nor-














































Figure 6.22: Simulation result of energy storage DC nano-grid operation with
dynamic-blocking diodes under normal load. DC bus voltage is well regulated at
400VDC.
Fig. 6.23 shows the simulation result of ESNG operation with dynamic blocking-
diodes when load changes from normal load of 1,800W to constant power load of
2,000W. As shown, the whole ESNG maintains its stable operation. Each converter






















































Figure 6.23: Simulation result of energy storage DC nano-grid operation with
































































Figure 6.24: Simulation result of energy storage DC nano-grid operation with
dynamic-blocking diodes under constant power load. DC bus voltage is well regu-
lated at 400VDC.
Fig. 6.24 shows the simulation result of ESNG operation with dynamic blocking-
diodes under constant power load. As shown, during dynamics of constant power
































Constant power load 
of 2,400W
Constant power load 
of 2,000W
Figure 6.25: Simulation result of energy storage DC nano-grid operation when
overload occurs. DC bus voltage is regulated back to 400VDC after overload ends.
Fig. 6.25 shows the simulation result of ESNG operation when overload occurs
in a short time of 10ms. At t=10ms, load steps up from normal load of 2,000W to
constant power load of 2,400W. Since power rating of ESNG is 2,000W, overload
occurs. As shown, the ESNG can not hold its nominal bus voltage of 400VDC.
Consequently, the bus voltage drops. However, when load steps back to constant
power load of 2,000W at t=20ms, the bus voltage is regulated back to its nominal
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value of 400VDC and stable operation of ESNG is obtained.
To avoid possible chattering problem during operation of the by-pass switches,
hysteresis comparator and/or time delay can be used. For hysteresis comparator,
during discharge, the switch is turned off only when the discharge power passes
over a predefined threshold power, as shown in Fig. 6.26. The switch is turned
on immediately whenever the energy storage device enters charge mode. For time
delay, when the switch is on (closed), it requires to remain on for a certain time








Figure 6.26: Hysteresis comparator for by-pass switch control
The presented analysis, design and simulation results have verified the feasibil-
ity of proposed design approach to ensure stable operation of energy storage DC
nano-grid as a multi-source system under constant power load.
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6.4 State-of-Charge Tracking and Dynamic Power
Allocation
6.4.1 Introduction
In applications such as augmentation for wind power plant, as presented, energy
storage DC nano-grid requires Dynamic Power Manager to fast allocate dynamic
power to energy storage devices inside in order to achieve fast power response of the
overall energy storage DC nano-grid to compensate short-term power variations
of wind energy. As output of Dynamic Power Manager is power scheme, it might
often happen that dynamic control of energy storage device has to operate in
power control mode to track the power reference, as illustrated in Fig. 6.27. Under
power control mode, the energy storage device then might behave as a constant
power source or a constant power load, thus degrading system performance during
dynamics or even cause instability. The instability problem caused by constant



















Figure 6.27: Management and control approach for energy storage DC nano-grid
in high-dynamics applications
In applications such as augmentation for a micro-grid, only slow power dy-
namics is required from energy storage DC nano-grid and thus, Dynamic Power
Manager may not be equipped for the energy storage DC nano-grid. In these cir-
cumstances, with available energy manager as presented in Chapter 3, a different
control and operation approach can be used. Instead of tracking dynamic power
reference, all energy storage devices participate in regulation of common DC bus
voltage. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 6.28, in which Energy Manager re-
placing Dynamic Power Manager to play the central role. In this approach, the
well-regulated voltage of common DC bus ensures that power is balanced amongst
load demand and energy storage devices. This approach has the merit that be-
cause all energy storage devices are voltage-controlled, constant power load acted




















Figure 6.28: Management and control approach for energy storage DC nano-grid
in low-dynamics applications
However, because all energy storage devices provide regulation to common DC
bus, research questions are then:
• how SOC of energy storage devices are tracked,
• how the energy storage devices follow energy policy sent from Energy Man-
ager,
• how dynamic power is allocated to the energy storage devices. For dynamic
power allocation, it is desired that fast-varying power demand is sent to
energy storage devices with fast power dynamics, and on the opposite side,
slow-varying power demand is sent to energy storage devices with slow power
dynamics.
This section presents a management and control scheme including current man-
agement and dynamic control for energy storage DC nano-grid to perform SOC
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tracking and dynamic power allocation for energy storage devices so that com-
mands from Energy Manager are followed and dynamic power allocated to each
energy storage device matches with its characteristics.
6.4.2 Current management
The first task of current management is to interpret energy policy from upper-
level energy manager to lower-level dynamic controllers. The second task of cur-
rent management is to monitor instantaneous SOC of the energy storage devices
and partially allocate dynamic power to the energy storage devices. The current
manager is required to be simple, easy to implement without high computational
micro-controller. Its time scale is also needed to be much slower than Dynamic
Power Manager, as in minutes compared to seconds.
Because there always exists power mismatch between scheduled power and
actual power required, and Energy Manager cannot take into account variations
of power demands at dynamics level, the following approach is used in Current
Manager:
• For energy storage device that has slow or normal power dynamics, power ref-
erence (p∗) is calculated based on its monitored instantaneous SOC (SOCmonitored)
and targeted SOC (SOC∗) from energy policy.




where E is energy capacity of the energy storage device, ∆t is time for
charge/discharge which is counted from the present moment towards the
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end of time interval of the given energy policy. Use of Eq. (6.60) is to
perform SOC tracking and ensure that at the end of time interval of the
given energy policy, actual SOC of energy storage device should be equal to
targeted SOC.
Next, current reference (i∗) is calculated based on power reference (p∗) and





A limiter is used to ensure that rate-of-charge or rate-of-discharge of the
energy storage device is within its limit. A low-pass filter (LPF) characterized
by dynamic constraints of the energy storage device is used to ensure that
only suitable dynamics reference is assigned to the energy storage device.
Fig. 6.29 depicts this current management scheme. The output is a current












Figure 6.29: Current management for energy storage devices with slow or normal
dynamics
• The energy storage device that has fastest power dynamics is selected to be
independent and receive no reference from Current Manager during normal
operation. Its tasks are to compensate power mismatch due to scheduling
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error, and to handle fast variations of the load power demand. This energy
storage device accomplishes its tasks via control actions for common DC bus
voltage. Because when bus voltage is kept constant, power balance inside




pEnSD,k − pload → 0 (6.62)
where pbus is bus power, pEnSD,k is power from energy storage device k, and
pload is load power.
6.4.3 Dynamic control
The requirement of dynamic control for energy storage devices that have slow or
normal dynamics is to follow the reference from Current Manager while providing
voltage regulation to common DC bus. By following the reference from Current
Manager, dynamic control ensures that SOC tracking and dynamic power alloca-
tion are accomplished at dynamic control level. By providing voltage regulation
to common DC bus, energy storage devices with slow or normal dynamics support
the independent energy storage device in compensating power mismatch due to
scheduling error. This support is important because the independent energy stor-
age device which has fastest dynamics normally has smallest energy capacity, so
it may fail to provide the regulation due to being over-charged or over-discharged.
Time scale of dynamic control is in mili-seconds (ms) and below.
In dynamic control, voltage controllers of the energy storage devices are de-
signed based on their dynamics performances, i.e., voltage controllers of energy
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storage devices with slow or normal dynamics should be slow or even disabled,
while voltage controller of the independent energy storage device should be fastest
to take care of fast load dynamics. Next, to follow current references from Cur-
rent Manager, the current references are injected to inner current control loops for
slow and normal dynamics energy storage devices. The control diagram for energy
storage DC nano-grid consisting of 3 energy storage devices under the presented




























































Figure 6.30: Current management and dynamic control for energy storage devices
in energy storage DC nano-grid
Compared with dynamic power allocation scheme using Dynamic Power Man-
ager, the proposed scheme herein has the advantages of simplicity, ease of imple-
mentation and no requirement of high computation. However, it has the drawbacks
of no improved efficiency and ineffectiveness in applications that require fast dy-
namics power support. Compared with dynamic power allocation scheme in [58],
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this proposed scheme has the advantage of no requirement of instantaneous load
power reference. In applications like micro-grid, it may be costly or unavailable to
have instantaneous power reference for dynamic control. Therefore, the proposed
dynamic power allocation scheme can be applied in such applications.
6.4.4 Experimental result for dynamic power allocation
To verify performance of proposed dynamic control scheme in terms of dynamic
power allocation and regulation of common DC bus voltage, a laboratory setup of
energy storage DC nano-grid consisting of 2 Battery Packs and 1 ultra-capacitor
has been implemented. The 2 Battery Packs are emulated by DC power sup-
plies with integrated open-circuit terminal voltage (Voc) and SOC characteristics.
To monitor battery SOC, Impedance-Track method [162] is used. The dynamic
controllers are programmed in AixControl.
For bi-directional power conversion, Dual-Active-Bridge (DAB) converter topol-
ogy [163] is selected to be used in the experiments due to its advantages of electric
isolation, high voltage ratio and low stress power devices. An accurate model of
DAB converter under phase-shift modulation is presented in Appendix B.
Parameters of the experimental setup are listed in Table. 6.1.
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Parameter Notation Value Unit
Ultra-capacitor voltage VUC 14-24 V
Battery Pack 1 voltage VB1 24 V
Battery Pack 2 voltage VB2 24 V
DC bus voltage Vbus 100 V
Rated load power Pl 35-75 W
Switching frequency fs 20 kHz
Transformer turns ratio nturns 4
DAB1 leakage inductance Lk1 29.8 µH
DAB2 leakage inductance Lk2 30.1 µH
DAB3 leakage inductance Lk3 29.5 µH
Capacitance of DC bus Cbus 330x9 µF
Cut-off frequency of LPF
for measurement fcut 1 kHz
Table 6.1: Parameters of experimental setup
In the experiments, PI control is used for voltage controllers and current con-
trollers. Because ultra-capacitor has to handle fast variations of load, its voltage
controller and current controller are designed to be fastest. Battery Pack 1 is
designed to strictly follow current reference from current management, its voltage
controller is disabled. Battery Pack 2 is designed to both follow current reference
and regulate DC bus voltage. Therefore, its voltage control loop is enabled but
with slow dynamics. The control parameters are shown in Table. 6.2. During load
dynamics and changes of operating points of energy storages, variation of voltage
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Figure 6.31: Experimental setup for verification of dynamic power allocation in
energy storage nano-grid
bus has to be below ±5% or ±5V.
Control loop KP TI (sec)
Ultra-capacitor voltage 1 0.2
Ultra-capacitor current 0.05 0.02
Battery Pack 1 current 0.05 0.02
Battery Pack 2 voltage 0.1 0.1
Battery Pack 2 current 0.02 0.05
Table 6.2: Control parameters in experiment
Fig. 6.32 shows experimental result when load varies with 2 step changes: (1)
step-up from 35W to 75W, and (2) step-down from 75W back to 35W. As shown,
ultra-capacitor (iUC) has the fastest response to load variations while Battery Pack
2 (iB2) has slower response. On the other side, Battery Pack 1 (iB1) maintains the
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same operating point. DC bus voltage vDC has small variations of ±1.2V which
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Figure 6.32: Experimental result for (1) load step-up, (2) load step-down
Fig. 6.33 shows experimental result when energy storage devices change their
operating points commanded from Current Manager, and load varies. First, be-
cause ultra-capacitor is scheduled to be charged, Battery Pack 1 is commanded
to increase its discharge rate. Time allowed for Battery Pack 1 to increase its





The experimental result shows that Battery Pack 1 has changed its discharge
rate within 500ms. After that, ultra-capacitor is in charging-mode, but then load
varies. To regulate bus voltage, ultra-capacitor rapidly changes from charging-
mode to discharging-mode. Later on, when load comes back to its initial value,
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Figure 6.33: Experiment result when Battery Pack 1 changes its discharge rate to
charge ultra-capacitor; and then (1) load step-up, (2) load step-down
The experimental results have shown that functionality of the dynamic con-
trollers has been accomplished. Dynamic power allocation for energy storage de-
vices is performed wherein fast dynamics of load is handled by ultra-capacitor. DC
bus voltage is regulated within allowed variations. Current reference from Current
Manager is followed by Battery Packs to perform SOC tracking.
6.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a control design approach for energy storage devices
in energy storage nano-grid to operate stably under constant power load. The
design is based on stable operation of each energy storage device under constant
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power load, and using dynamic-blocking diodes to eliminate dynamic interactions
amongst the energy storage devices. A stability criterion for multi source multi
load system is also presented. Simulation result is provided to verify the feasibility
of the proposed design approach.
In addition, another simple and effective management and control strategy
consisting of current management and dynamic control to perform dynamic power
allocation and SOC tracking is also proposed. This proposed strategy has the
advantages of simplicity and being suitable for applications such as energy storage
augmenting micro-grid. Experimental result has been provided to verify the effec-




Conclusion and Future work
7.1 Conclusion
This thesis has proposed the concept of energy storage DC nano-grid which is an
integration platform for various energy storage technologies to achieve a system
with high performance, high flexibility and minimized cost. Energy management,
power management and dynamic control of energy storage DC nano-grid are pre-
sented.
This thesis has also tackled 3 main issues related to applications of energy stor-
age DC nano-grid in modern power system, which are intermittency of renewable
energy sources, instability caused by constant power load and constraints of en-
ergy storage devices. The analysis, proposed solutions and verification have been
performed for applications of energy storage DC nano-grid in a micro-grid and in
a wind power plant. In short, achievements of the thesis are:
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• A Dynamic Power Manager for energy storage DC nano-grid in wind power
plant to ensure high-quality power output of wind power plant, improve over-
all short-term energy efficiency of energy storage DC nano-grid and comply
with constraints of energy storage devices inside energy storage DC nano-
grid. (Chapter 4)
• A predictive model of time-cascade Markov chains to capture time pattern
of operation of energy storage nano-grid in a residential micro-grid. A model
of battery lifetime that can be used directly in optimization for extension of
lifetime. (Chapter 3)
• A dynamic control strategy of energy storage DC nano-grid for stable opera-
tion of wind power plant with proposed criteria of small-signal stability and
large-signal stability. (Chapter 5)
• A control design approach for energy storage devices in energy storage DC
nano-grid to operate stably under constant power load – The approach is
to individually design the energy storage devices to maintain stability under
constant power load, and then use dynamic-blocking diodes to cancel dy-
namic interactions amongst converters. A bounded-input bounded-output
stability criterion for multi-source multi-load DC system is also provided.
(Chapter 6)
The key contributions of the thesis are:
• A conceptual design of energy storage DC nano-grid to obtain high power
and high flexibility.
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• Energy management for energy storage DC nano-grid used in micro-grid
applications that can improve overall energy efficiency of ESNG and extend
lifetime of battery-based energy storage devices:
– Time-cascade Markov chains for profile prediction
– Battery lifetime model based on Peukert lifetime energy throughput
• A Dynamic Power Manager for energy storage DC nano-grid augmenting
wind power plant that can improve power quality at PCC under short-term
power variations of wind energy and enhance overall short-term energy effi-
ciency of ESNG:
– Grouping technique or cascade optimization
• Dynamic control of ESNG for stable operation of wind power plant that
requires no instantaneous power reference:
– Criteria of small-signal stability and large-signal stability,
– Dynamic control structure based on constant voltage control.
• Control design approach for energy storage devices in ESNG to operate sta-
bly under constant power load:
– Extended stability criterion for multiple source multiple load system,
– Dynamic-blocking technique,
– Dynamic power allocation technique.
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7.2 Future work
The thesis has not covered following problems of energy storage DC nano-grid in
modern power system. They are future work to be investigated.
7.2.1 Contributive frequency regulation of wind power plant
augmented with energy storage DC nano-grid
For frequency regulation supported from wind power plant to grid, the wind power
plant is desired to have high inertia so that its contributive inertia response to grid
frequency regulation is sufficient. The grid also needs a certain sum of inertia from
all generators to keep grid frequency stable.
Traditionally, inertia performance of generator is characterized by its inertia
constant H, which is ratio of kinetic energy at rated speed Ekin to its apparent





For fixed speed wind turbine, inertia constant is determined by inertia of gener-
ator and wind turbine rotor, and in the range of seconds, e.g 5s-12s. For variable-
speed wind turbines such as type C (DFIG) and type D1, power controllability
increases their independency on the grid. Therefore, grid frequency is decoupled
from the generator torque. Type C wind turbine has its inertia constant in mili-
second while type D has its inertia constant to be zero. To improve inertia of
1See Chapter 4
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variable frequency wind turbine, virtual inertia control concept has been proposed
[110, 164–167]. By using virtual inertia concept, contributive frequency regulation
supported from variable speed wind turbine is improved to be better than that
from fixed speed wind turbine.
However, high virtual inertia of wind power plant would cause big variations of
wind turbine speed for small changes of grid frequency, and easily lead to system
instability. In addition, for type C variable speed wind turbine, [165] shows that
because of spending kinetic energy to support grid frequency, power output of the
wind turbine suffers a large drop later due to deviation out of optimal speed. It
also requires power to speed up the rotor back to optimal speed, and thus causing
part of available aerodynamic power is transmitted to the grid. Similar problem
is also encountered in fix speed wind turbine, where after kinetic energy is spent,
power imbalance between electrical part and mechanical part later requires large
amount of reactive power to be drawn from the grid, causing voltage instability.
Augmentation of energy storage DC nano-grid for high virtual-inertia frequency
control of wind power plant, therefore, is necessary and should be investigated.
7.2.2 Contributive protection of energy storage DC nano-
grid to DC electrical energy system
For protection of DC electrical energy system, important criteria [168] are relia-
bility, speed, performance, economics and simplicity. Review of protection devices
and protection schemes in DC electrical energy system is briefed as follows.
Fuses are protection devices that are suitable for DC electrical energy sys-
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tem that have low inductance. However, from reliability viewpoint, fuses have
disadvantages of constraints that they introduce to distribution cable length and
prediction difficulty for transient effects of fuse opening on the voltage.
Circuit breakers for DC electrical system have to be much stronger than those
for AC system because the arc introduced by DC is much more difficult to suppress
than that by AC. AC current crosses zero twice in every cycle while DC current
does not. DC circuit breakers, therefore, require:
• contactors connected in series to obtain sufficient capability of voltage block-
ing
• arc stretching and splitting through external snubbing, resonant circuits and
hybrid solid state
This leads to high cost and limited current ranges of DC circuit breakers.
Use of external snubbing, resonant circuits and hybrid solid state also reduces
response speed of the DC breaker. Furthermore, during fault interruption, signif-
icant amount of let-through current is passed on to the system. The DC circuit
breakers also have high rate of wrong tripping and high potential of being damaged
due to effects of capacitor discharge.
No-load switches are electro-mechanical protection devices used to isolate por-
tions or zones of the DC electrical system when there are faults. Use of no-load
switches is as follows. When a fault is detected, power converter feeding the system
has to de-energize the common bus. After that, the fault is isolated by no load
switches. And then the power converter feeding the system has to re-energize the
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remaining healthy system. Because of time required to de-energize and re-energize
common bus, this approach is slow.
Solid state switches are equivalent to circuit breakers because of being able to
interrupt current on the order of µsec. In addition, they have the functionality of
active current limiting in order to to hold current to a set limit, and active current
interrupters in order to drive the current immediately to zero. However, they have
main drawbacks of bulky size, heavy weight and high cost.
To obtain a reliable, economic and simple protection scheme, contributive pro-
tection facilitated by energy storage DC nano-grid can be proposed as follows.
When a fault is detected, energy storage DC nano-grid rapidly de-energize the
common bus. At the same time, a switch (circuit breaker, no-load switch, or solid
state switch) is used to isolate the fault. Excessive current during fault inter-
ruption is by-passed to energy storage DC nano-grid and absorbed. After that,
energy storage DC nano-grid re-energizes the common bus. Advantages of this
contributive protection scheme are:
• integration with existing energy storage DC nano-grid that can absorb en-
ergy, thus having lower cost,
• alleviation of capacitor discharge effects by fast energy absorption thanks to
fast-dynamic energy storage devices such as ultra-capacitors,
• taking advantage of the protective capabilities of power conversion compo-
nents of energy storage devices, thus having high speed and simplicity,
• capability to quickly de-energize and re-energize common bus compared to
no-load switch approach.
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7.2.3 Fault management in energy storage DC nano-grid
Fault management in energy storage DC nano-grid is necessary to deal with fol-
lowing challenges or opportunities:
• Current limiting: Because power electronic converters used in the system
have functionality of current limiting, protection devices may not trip prop-
erly when a certain fault occurs. Therefore, fault management has to diag-
nose the system, detect the fault and coordinate both protection devices as
well as other components in the system for fault-ride-through (FRT) opera-
tion, fault clearance, and fault isolation.
• Over-current operation: Components in the system may have the capabil-
ity of over-current operation during transient modes. Fault management
therefore has to identify the operation and not activate protection devices.
• Smart operation with plug-and-play capability: Because plug-and-play ca-
pability is desired for intelligent control and management of energy storage
DC nano-grid, fault management has to be able to identify new component
in the system and update the system reconfiguration.
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Output impedance and transfer
function
A.1 Relationship of open-circuit transfer func-
tion and output impedance with loaded trans-
fer function
Lemma A.1.1 Consider the system shown in Fig. A.1 in which the black-box has
open-circuit voltage transfer function F (s)|Z→∞, output impedance Zo. Voltage


















Figure A.1: Relationship of open-circuit transfer function and output impedance
with loaded transfer function
Proof The result is derived directly from equation 6.1 with F (s)|Z→∞ ≡ FS and
FL = 1.
A.2 Equivalent output impedance and transfer
function of L-C type input filter
In practice, common experience to design input filter is to make output impedance
of the input filter itself as small as possible. This can be done by techniques like
parallel damping, series damping, multi-section of filters and so on. How to apply
these techniques to improve equivalent output impedance of source sub-system
and load-side converter input filter depends on specific structure of the input filter.
Herein, relationship between equivalent output impedance of combined source sub-
system and load-side converter input filter, and output impedance of input filter
alone is shown for the L-C type input filter structure. The results can be applied
for bus impedance analysis in later parts.
Definition L-C type input filter is filter that has equivalent circuit diagram as












Figure A.2: Equivalent circuit diagram of L-C type filter
With the above definition, it is direct to obtain following results:
Lemma A.2.1 For LC type input filter, we have:
1. Zisc = input impedance when output terminal it short-circuited.
2. Zp = Zioc − Zisc where Zioc = input impedance when output terminal is
open-circuited.
Lemma A.2.2 For LC type input filter, we have:








where Zo is output impedance, F is voltage transfer function when output terminal
is open-circuited.
Based on the two above results, we have:
Theorem A.2.3 Consider the system shown in Fig. A.3(a). Voltage source Vs
has output impedance Zos. The filter is LC type filter with open-circuit transfer
280
function Ff , output impedance Zof . The equivalent output impedance and open-




































Figure A.3: (a) System with voltage source, LC type filter and load (b) Equivalent
circuit of the system
Proof Because the filter is LC type, we have equivalent circuit of the system as
shown in Fig. A.3(b). Then:
Zo = (Zos + Zisc)//Zp =
(Zos + Zisc)Zp







Zos + Zisc + Zp
(A.7)










Substitute (A.8) and (A.9) to (A.6) (A.7), we obtain:
Zo =
(ZosFf + Zof )Zof


















From results of Theorem A.2.3, we can calculate equivalent output impedance
of the system based on source output impedance, filter output impedance and
filter open-circuit transfer function. The transfer function from source to load
Z can also be calculated by using Lemma A.1.1. When input filter of load-side
converter is designed, it has to be taken into account both filtering characteristics
and impedance, transfer function characteristics as mentioned in Theorem 6.2.1.
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Appendix B
Accurate model of DAB
converter as current source under
phase-shift modulation
For DAB converter with phase-shift control, the output current at secondary side





where V1 is input voltage at primary side, Lk is leakage inductance, fs is switching
frequency, n is transformer turns ratio, ϕ is normalized phase-shift angle.
Derivation of Eqn. (B.1) assumes that voltage source is ideal (with zero out-
put impedance) and there is no loss over power devices. These assumptions are
acceptable for design of controllers that does not require accurate model of the
DAB converter. However, because feedback linearization that incorporates inverse
283
model of phase-to-current is used for DAB current control, a more accurate model
that considers the non-ideality of source and power devices should be developed.
Consider req as aggregate resistance for output impedance of source and power
loss over components of the converter. The output current at secondary side is




































Figure B.1: Dual Active Bridge DC-DC converter
Let rs be source output impedance. Losses of power switches on two sides
and loss of transformer are modeled as ron1, ron2, rTr respectively. The equivalent
resistance is then:




Schematic diagram and waveforms of DAB with phase-shift control are shown in






































































− reqiLk during time interval [t2, t3]
(B.3)
where V2 is output voltage at secondary side. Solve the equations with approxi-
mation that ex ≈ 1 + x+ x
2
2!
+ ... for x≪ 1, we have:
























Note that t1+t2+t3 = 0.5Ts, Ts =
1
fs
, the average current flow through leakage
285
inductance from t1 to t3 then is:
I˜13 =


















(ϕ− 4ϕ2 + 16ϕ4) (B.6)












(1− 4ϕ+ 16ϕ3) (B.7)
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